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Symbols and abbreviations

Symbols
λ(t) failure rate or hazard rate function
L(t) remaining useful life (RUL) or residual life function
P (·) probability
q(t) failure density function or failure time density function
Q(t) unreliability function or cumulative failure time distribution
R(t) reliability or survivability function
TEA temperature of exhaust air
Tf time of failure
TOA temperature of outdoor air
Tr time of replacement
TRA temperature of return air
TSA temperature of supply air
∆TSF temperature rise over the supply fan

Operators∫ b
a f(x) dx definite integral over the closed interval [a, b] with respect to x

dy
dx

differential of y with respect to x
E[·] expected value
∥x∥ Euclidean norm, ∥x∥ =

√
x · x

Abbreviations

AEC architecture, engineering, and construction
AHU air handling unit
ANN artificial neural network
ARM age replacement model
BAS building automation system
CAV constant air volume
CBM condition-based maintenance
CMMS computerized maintenance management system
EA exhaust air
EU European Union
FDD fault detection and diagnostics
FDD&P fault detection, diagnostics, and prognostics
FFT fast Fourier transform
FIS fuzzy inference system
FMEA fault mode and effects analysis
HRU heat recovery unit
HVAC heating, ventilation and air conditioning
MOTBF mean operating time between failures
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MTBF mean time between failures
MTTF mean time to failure
MTTR mean time to restoration
IAQ indoor air quality
OA outdoor air
OEM original equipment manufacturer
OTBF operating time between failures
RA return air
RDE recursive density estimation
RUL remaining useful life
SA supply air
STFT short-time Fourier transform
VAV variable air volume



1 Introduction

1.1 Background
The heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) system is one of the most
important systems of a modern building in a climate like Finland’s. Indoor air quality
(IAQ) has been a topic of interest in the recent years among health advocates and
occupants, leading to a growing interest within the architecture, engineering, and
construction (AEC) industry. However, HVAC systems have implications beyond
occupant health and comfort. Buildings in developed countries account for 20-40 %
of total energy consumption, about half of which is consumed by HVAC systems,
totaling around 10-20 % of total energy use [1]. Meanwhile, it has been estimated
that up to 30 % of energy used by HVAC systems in commercial buildings is due to
poor control and operation of the existing equipment and automation systems [2],
with commercial buildings in the EU accounting for around 11 % of total energy
use [1].

Air handling units (AHU) replace and circulate the air in a building, typically
heating or cooling the supply air as required by the indoor target temperature
and outdoor temperature. AHUs can be seen as the heart of a building’s climate
control, and faults in AHUs are detrimental to both indoor conditions and energy
use. However, many of the faults in air handling units may be compensated by other
systems or occupant behavior, making their detection challenging without proper
monitoring. Additionally, building systems are often calibrated only at the time of
delivery, and issues such as sensor biases may develop and go unnoticed for long
periods of time.

While AHU maintenance is typically carried out by a schedule utilizing prede-
termined maintenance, increased use of building automation systems and historical
sensor data have driven growing interest in applying condition-based maintenance.
Undertaking repairs and replacements on a fixed schedule is prone to inefficien-
cies caused by unnecessary replacements and unexpected failures. Condition-based
maintenance (CBM) is a type of preventive maintenance that utilizes condition
monitoring, and potentially prognosis of degradation evolution, to guide maintenance
decision-making. This is in contrast to the more traditional predetermined mainte-
nance, where item failure time characteristics are estimated from a large population
of similar items and maintenance is scheduled accordingly, without evaluating the
condition of the specific item at hand.

Automated fault detection and diagnostics (AFDD) methods utilize sensor read-
ings and manual inspections to detect, localize, and identify possible faults in a system.
While AFDD methods have to some extent evolved in parallel to automation, the
building industry has been slow to adopt these technologies. Unlike in safety critical
systems or systems with high downtime costs, there is a tendency to install only the
minimum amount of sensors required in building systems in general [3], and for air
handling units specifically that means the sensors required for control [4]. However,
over time improper AHU operation will result in both discomfort for occupants and
wasted energy.
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Studies on the application of fault detection and diagnosis methods on AHUs
have been numerous, but proper commercial implementations have been few [2]. The
concepts themselves are not new, as for example the VTT Technical Research Centre
of Finland published a report of fault diagnosis methods for AHUs in 1999 [5]. During
the past decade, a number of commercial AFDD systems have become available, yet
not to the extent that could be expected based on the amount of academic interest [2].
Evaluating the AFDD methods on data gathered from real AHUs in normal use, as
opposed to artificial datasets, is a crucial step towards practical applications.

In the building sector, there is a fragmentation of interests as the building owner,
occupants, and maintenance operators often represent three separate organizations [3].
This has the potential to cause conflicts of interest, further complicating the devel-
opment and adoption of tools enabling condition-based maintenance. For example,
the tools should be easily scalable to a number of systems as to not incur heavy
investments on a per building basis.

This thesis will provide concrete insight on the applicability of contemporary
AFDD methods in the context of AHUs. Having access to the historical data
collected at Granlund provides an opportunity to evaluate AFDD methods on
typical systems in actual use, as opposed to artificial datasets such as simulations
or controlled environments with manually induced faults. The topic of the thesis
is largely built on the ongoing research and development involving Granlund’s
digital facility services. Granlund digital facility services use automated analytics of
building system performance to consult customers about their buildings, including
aspects such as energy efficiency, indoor conditions, and identified maintenance needs.
Further utilization of the available data in the form of automated fault detection and
identification is an appealing opportunity in this context, augmenting the available
analytics to increase expert productivity and provide more value for the customers.

1.2 Research objectives
The goal of this thesis is to study the methods used for condition-based maintenance
of air handling units in order to:

1. identify and evaluate the most promising AFDD methods implementable with
the building automation system data and other knowledge available today, and

2. identify opportunities for improved methods available with further data collec-
tion.

The other knowledge available today refers to all other relevant external knowledge,
such as fault types, their symptoms and propagation in air handling units.

1.3 Research methods
After a survey of contemporary methods in automated fault detection and diagnostics,
selected methods are further evaluated by implementing and using them on available
historical data from real building automation systems. The evaluation consists of
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observations and qualitative case analysis based on the methods’ results with the
historical data. Quantitative analysis of aspects such as method accuracy is not
appropriate, as the available data is limited to the readings from building automation
systems, and as such no past fault occurrence information is available for validation.
However, using data from real units, as opposed to artificial datasets, should provide
insights of the practical applicability of the AFDD methods, along with the possible
shortcomings of the available data.

The qualitative case analysis consists of analyzing the context of faults identified
by the studied methods. The analysis is done to identify potential weaknesses of
the methods, such as the likely causes of false alarms and potentially missed fault
symptoms. Additionally, the methods’ scalability to a large number of dissimilar air
handling units is evaluated in the interest of commercial feasibility.

1.4 Thesis structure
Section 2 introduces the general working principles of a modern air handling unit,
along with some of the maintenance considerations. In Section 3, preventive mainte-
nance and the two subtypes, predetermined and condition-based maintenance, are
introduced. Following that, Section 4 provides an overview of the contemporary
methods of automated fault detection, diagnosis, and prognosis. In Section 5, the
materials available for the study are introduced along with the methods used. Section
6 provides an overview of the results and, finally, in Section 7 the observations are
summarized, with considerations for future research and development.
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2 Modern air handling units
This section will introduce the general working principles of a modern air handling
unit (AHU). As different operating environments and other design constraints have
varying implications on the details of a HVAC system, not every case or design
principle will be considered. The purpose is to give the reader a basic understanding
of the role and functions of an AHU, as well as the different components and their
maintenance implications.

Ventilation in HVAC refers to removing indoor air and replacing it with fresh air
from the outside [6]. This is necessary for occupied spaces, as people consume oxygen
and produce carbon dioxide (CO2) in the process. Proper ventilation is important for
the comfort and health of a building’s occupants. Too little air circulation will cause
CO2 buildup, which in turn may lead to nausea and headaches [6]. Additionally,
exceedingly imbalanced supply and return air flow will cause undesired pressure
differences between the building interior and exterior.

While the majority of buildings today utilize mechanical ventilation, which
refers to ventilation with air handling units, natural ventilation used to be the only
option. In natural ventilation, the air is exchanged by means of simple openings in
the buildings exterior, relying on gravity, wind, and temperature differences. Air
handling units, in addition to exchanging the air, remove impurities from the supplied
air and control the temperature and humidity. When an air handling unit is used to
control the temperature and humidity of air, the system is called an air conditioning
system. In Scandinavia, however, regular spaces do not usually utilize humidification
of supply air [6].

While excessive pressure differences between the interior and exterior of a building
are not desired, controlled pressure differences are an important tool in ventilation
design. A design principle is to have certain spaces, such as restrooms, in smaller
pressure than others in order to direct the airflows possibly carrying odors and other
impurities [6]. Additionally, slight pressure differences between the exterior and
interior of a building will help keep moisture out of the structures [6].

The details and components of AHUs vary based on specific needs and even
designer preferences. Factors affecting specific choices include the climate, expected
occupancy profiles, and the intended use of spaces. For example, a medical operation
room will have different requirements to that of an office building restroom, while
a building in Finland will have to deal with different outdoor temperatures than a
building in a more temperate climate.

Overall, air handling units are key elements in both the energy use and indoor
conditions of buildings. Proper operation and maintenance of AHUs is thus crucial for
saving energy and preserving – or improving – facility users’ comfort and wellbeing.

2.1 Structure and components
This section describes the typical structure and common component types of AHUs.
The emphasis is on aspects related to their maintenance. Additionally, the focus
in this thesis is on the type of units typically found in modern Finnish buildings,
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although the general working principles are widely applicable. For example, while
many of the studies of fault detection and diagnostics in the context of AHUs focus
on units with air mixing chambers, air mixing not generally used in new buildings in
Finland, as heat recovery devices are so efficient [6].

A conceptual diagram of an AHU is shown in Figure 1. From the diagram,
the general working principles and relations of different components of a typical
AHU can be traced. An AHU will draw air from the outside through dampers and
filters. From there, the air will pass by the heat recovery, where it will cool down or
warm up, depending on the season and temperature differences between the interior
and exterior of the building. A heat recovery unit alone is typically not enough to
adequately control the temperature of supply air, so additional heating and cooling
coils are used. After that, the air will pass by the supply fan and into the supplied
zones, where additional temperature and airflow control may be carried out. On the
way back, the return air will be filtered and again pass by the heat recovery, before
being blown out as exhaust air.

Next, the different components will be introduced in more detail.

Figure 1: Overview of the central components of a typical, modern AHU with a heat
recovery device

2.1.1 Fans and motors

To move air, AHUs use fans that are rotated by varying types of motors. Motor types
depend on the amount of air flow and other factors. The common types of motors
used are induction motors, electronically commutated (EC) motors, and permanent
magnet (PM) motors [6]. The different motors have different efficiency, noise, and
control considerations, which are not relevant here. The motors are used to drive
different types of fans, the most common of which are plug fans and centrifugal
fans [6].

A centrifugal fan used to be practically the only type in use in Finland [6].
Centrifugal fans move air in a spiral shaped casing, turning energy from air movement
to static pressure [6]. They are used especially in systems where air flow requirements
are high, as their efficiency increases with size [6]. Centrifugal fans may be driven
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directly by a motor, or via a belt system. Centrifugal fans are more challenging to
clean than plug fans due to their spiral casing.

Plug fans utilize direct drive, meaning that the fan is mounted directly on the
rotating axis of the motor. The structure of plug fans makes them easier to clean
and maintain than centrifugal fans, which is one of the reasons why they’ve nearly
superseded centrifugal fans in modern air handling units [6].

For a belted drive, the belt is one component that may require maintenance, in
addition to others. Additionally, the belts tend to produce dust or flakes that will
have implications for cleaning the system [6]. For motors and fans in general, there
are maintenance considerations of bearings, electrical faults, and control faults.

2.1.2 Filters and dampers

The outside air has many impurities, which will need to be removed to varying
degrees, depending on the type of building. For example, a facility manufacturing
medical goods will have different purity requirements than a typical office. Examples of
impurities include pollen, spores, bacteria, and emissions from traffic and industry [6].

Filters are used to remove impurities from outdoor air before it enters as supply
air. Typically multiple grades are used across the ventilation system. Additionally,
the return air is filtered to remove, for example, odors and airborne grease from the
return air from professional kitchens. For filters, the basic maintenance activity is to
change or clean the filter regularly to avoid clogging. Besides that, potential faults
are leaking through the sides.

Dampers are used to adjust which downstream zones receive air, and to open or
close the connection to outdoor air. Different kinds of dampers are used to either
shut off the airflow entirely, or to control the flow [6]. Damper maintenance generally
revolves around releasing stuck dampers, and repairing or replacing faulty actuators.
Additionally, a possible fault in a damper is leaking caused by for example mechanical
damage.

2.1.3 Heating and cooling

Heating and cooling coils with valves are used to adjust the temperature of supply
air to the set temperature. Generally water is circulated within the heat exchangers,
while in some applications other liquids are added to improve the heat exchange
properties of the solution [6]. In addition to liquid circulated heat exchangers,
electrical heating is used in some applications.

Liquid circulated heating coils are subject to damage caused by the liquid freezing.
As such, a proper control strategy of liquid flow is required to avoid the liquid
temperature from falling too much during circulation. Other possible issues with
liquid circulated heat exchangers include wrong solution concentrations, too low
liquid pressure, stuck valves, valve actuator failures, and various leaks.

Heat recovery devices are used to reduce the energy use of an air handling unit.
The basic function of a heat recovery device is to transfer heat between supply air
and return air, the direction depending on the mode of the AHU. During heating,
the heat is transferred from the return air to the supply air to reduce the amount of
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thermal energy required to heat the supply air to the set temperature, while during
cooling the heat recovery device can in effect act as a preliminary cooling device. A
heat recovery device can reduce the required capacity of heating and cooling plants
by 20 % or more [7].

Different types of heat recovery devices include thermal wheels, plate exchangers,
and liquid circulated devices. Thermal wheels utilize a disc with a honeycomb-like
structure of heat transferring material, which spins to transfer the heat between
supply and exhaust air. As such, they’re subject to motor failures and mechanical
damage to the disc. Plate exchangers transfer heat by directing the airflow in multiple
small openings, where every second opening is supply air and the rest exhaust air.
There are some variations in the directions of the airflows, but the general principle
remains the same: the heat is transferred by the plates separating the airflows. Plate
exchange systems have a bypass damper, which is the usual maintenance concern.
Liquid circulated heat recovery devices utilize a liquid medium to transfer heat
between the airflows, and as such are subject to freezing, valve issues and leaks.

2.1.4 Sensors

For proper control of temperature and ventilation, an AHU requires different types
of sensors. Not all sensors are used in all AHUs, and utilization will depend on the
control strategy and goals of the ventilation system.

Temperature sensors measure the temperature of outdoor air, air after heat
recovery device, air after supply air fan and heating/cooling coils, as well as air
returning from the supplied zones. Pressure sensors may be used to detect clogging
of filters [6] and, in the absence of air flow sensors, are used to determine the amount
of air flowing by fans. Humidity and CO2 sensors may be used for monitoring indoor
air quality, and adjusting air flow rate as needed. If not used, the air flow amounts
are generally set manually [6].

A biased sensor may cause cascading issues in the control of an AHU. For example,
if a supply air temperature sensor constantly reports temperatures lower than they
actually are, the AHU will waste energy in excessively heating the air and may cause
indoor air conditions to significantly deteriorate, depending on how other systems
compensate. On the other hand, a complete failure of a sensor will in effect cause
the AHU to operate blindly.

2.2 Operation and maintenance
Most modern buildings utilize some type of building automation system (BAS). Such
systems vary greatly between buildings, and in the context of this thesis they will not
be studied further. For the purposes of condition-based maintenance of air handling
units, a BAS is a data collection tool.

Depending on the season and the temperature difference between the interior
and exterior of a building, an AHU may either heat or cool the air drawn from the
outside before passing it on to zones downstream. As such, there are two general
states an AHU may be operating in: heating or cooling. More advanced control
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strategies are applied in many situations, but will not be considered further here.
As a building is used, the use patterns are likely to differ from the ones initially

designed for. As such, ventilation systems require adjustments of setpoints for optimal
control. For example, the occupants of an office building may change, bringing about
different occupancy schedules. Unnecessary ventilation during night time is a prime
example of improper operation causing energy waste.

Most of the maintenance done on air handling units is scheduled maintenance,
where the maintenance staff follow a standard list of tasks. Such tasks include
different inspections, cleaning and replacing components such as filters, and possibly
verifying adjustments and parameters of the AHU control.

2.2.1 Typical faults

A listing of typical faults, shown in Table 2, is composed based on input from
experienced maintenance personnel, as well as papers by Yu et al. [8], and Gunay et
al. [9]. Their relative occurrence frequencies are not measured or estimated, and the
listing is unlikely to be exhaustive, but rather representative of the most common
faults observed. The listed faults are assessed from the point of view of the AHU,
so for example motor faults are not distinguished further. Some of the faults listed
are easy to detect as they have a significant impact on occupant comfort and other
trivially distinguishable symptoms, while others may go unnoticed for long periods
of time. As an example, a minor leak in a cooling coil valve during heating may be
difficult to detect, while a failed pump in the heating coil will have more immediate
consequences.

The faults have varying implications in terms of occupant comfort and energy use.
Some faults, such as a leaky heating coil valve, may be compensated by other means
to not affect occupant comfort, but it will cause unnecessary energy use. On the
other hand, a heating coil valve that is stuck shut may cause occupant discomfort,
but may actually end up decreasing energy use, depending on other heating measures
that may step to compensate for the fault. These varying implications make fault
prioritization subjective, as occupants are mostly concerned with their own comfort,
while building owners are more likely to take notice of faults that actively cost them
money via energy use.
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Table 2: Typical faults in AHU equipment, actuators, sensors, and controllers.

Device Typical faults

Fans Fan bearing failure
Fan motor bearing failure
Severed belt (belted drive)

Filters Filter blocked
Filter leak

Heating and cooling coils Insufficient liquid / low pressure
Valve actuator failure
Stuck valve
Leaky valve seal
Faulty pump
Leaky pump seal

Thermal wheel Severed belt
Mechanical wheel damage
Motor failure

Liquid heat recovery Insufficient liquid / low pressure
Incorrect concentration of solution
Valve actuator failure
Faulty pump
Leaky pump seal
Stuck valve
Leaky valve seal

Plate exchanger Bypass damper actuator failure

Dampers Motor failure
Damper stuck

Sensors Constant offset
Incorrect scaling / calibration

Control / automation Incorrect setpoints
Incorrect limits
Oscillation
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3 Preventive maintenance
This section provides an introduction to preventive maintenance in general, while
focusing on condition-based maintenance and its relevance in building systems and
air handling units specifically. First, a categorization of maintenance types will be
introduced along with a look at the different maintenance activities. Following that,
common terminology of reliability engineering is established with basic mathematical
definitions and relations, followed by a closer look at the two types of preventive
maintenance: predetermined and condition-based maintenance. For condition-based
maintenance, the challenges specific to application in building systems will be
considered as well.

The 2017 edition of European standard EN 13306 defines maintenance as the
“combination of all technical, administrative and managerial actions during the
life cycle of an item intended to retain it in, or restore it to, a state in which it
can perform the required function” [10]. This definition highlights the fact that
maintenance comprises of activities in many levels, from strategical decisions, resource
management, and scheduling to concretely adjusting, repairing, and replacing the
systems and components. As such, maintenance deals with a wide variety of topics, of
which only a select few will be touched on in the context of this thesis. Maintenance
strategies can be viewed as compromises between reliability and maintenance costs.
For example, an airplane or a nuclear power plant will clearly require different levels of
reliability than the air handling units of a shopping center. Additionally, maintenance
is equally about retaining the items in functional state as it is about the restoration
to said state after a failure has occurred. Other important factors in maintenance
decision making are safety considerations and environmental impact [10].

Maintenance types can be divided in a multitude of ways, but the one used
in this thesis follows the categorization from EN 13306, illustrated in Figure 2.
On the highest level, excluding improvements, the categories are preventive and
corrective maintenance. While corrective maintenance, also called failure-based
maintenance [11], focuses on recovering from faults after they occur, preventive
maintenance attempts to avoid faults by preemptive action. Preventive maintenance,
defined as “maintenance carried out intended to assess and/or mitigate degradation
and reduce the probability of failure of an item” [10], can be further subdivided
to predetermined and condition-based maintenance, which will be introduced in
sections 3.2 and 3.3 respectively.

An important thing to notice is that the different maintenance types do not ex-
clude each other. Rather, supplementing maintenance types with concepts and tools
from the different categories is a common approach. Additionally, as it is practically
impossible to completely predict and prevent any and all failures, corrective mainte-
nance is a factor in any given maintenance policy. Balancing the use of maintenance
types depends, for one thing, on the estimated costs of faults in equipment versus
the cost of applying a type of maintenance. Consequences and criticality of faults
is another factor that affects the maintenance type selections for equipment. For
example, one introduced maintenance strategy combines condition-based, corrective,
and predetermined maintenance depending on the significance of equipment and the
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Figure 2: Categorization of maintenance types reproduced from EN 13306:2017 [10].
Condition-based maintenance is a type of preventive maintenance, which can be
further divided to predictive and non-predictive based on the utilization of prognostics.

relative costs of applying different maintenance types [11].
The basic types of maintenance activities, as defined in EN 13306, are shown

in Figure 3. The first level of categorization separates the activities based on their
timing: before or after the detection of a fault, called preventive and corrective
activities respectively. For a fault to be detected, there quite obviously must be some
kind of fault detection activity. After detection, fault localization and diagnosis can
be carried out, introduced in more detail in later sections. Before a repair has been
applied, compliance tests can be used to determine whether the characteristics or
properties of an item comply with the requirements [10]. Function check-out refers to
verifying that the item can perform as required [10]. At the heart of condition-based
maintenance is condition monitoring, which is defined as the “activity, performed
either manually or automatically, intended to measure at predetermined intervals the
characteristics and parameters of the physical actual state of an item” [10]. Before
a fault is detected, preventive actions can be taken. These may be based on the
observed condition of the item, or purely scheduled based on absolute time or units
of use. Actions may include replacements or adjustments.
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Figure 3: Maintenance activities as defined in EN 13306 [10].

After a fault is detected, restoring the system to a functioning state can be
summarized as localizing and diagnosing the fault, followed by repairs. After a repair,
the item is usually verified to be restored via function check-out.

Next, the terminology of faults and failures is established, and basic mathematics
of reliability engineering is introduced.

3.1 Faults, failures, and reliability
A fault is defined as a “state of an item characterized by inability to perform a
required function, excluding the inability during preventive maintenance or other
planned actions, or due to lack of external resources” [10]. The definition explicitly
excludes planned downtime and external factors. For instance, a power outage is
not a fault in the observed item, but may point to a fault in, for example, the power
distribution system. Some define a fault in broader terms, such as “an unpermitted
deviation of at least one characteristic property (feature) of the system from the
acceptable, usual, standard condition” [12]. This latter definition has the important
distinction that by this definition, a fault does not necessarily mean the inability to
perform a required function. Examples of such states or property deviations include
structural damage, which do not necessarily prevent the system from performing the
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function, but risk future failures. In EN 13306 such a state is called a “hazardous
state”. In this thesis, the first definition from EN 13306 will be used.

Faults can be divided to soft faults and hard faults [9]. Hard faults are what
most of the FDD studies focus on, referring to failures in sensors, stuck dampers
and valves, and so on. Soft faults are related to control and software problems, such
as misconfigured setpoints for temperature. Hard faults may require replacement
components and nearly always require human labor, while soft faults may be possible
to resolve automatically [9].

A failure is defined as the “loss of ability of an item to perform a required
function” [10]. Failure is an event as opposed to a state like fault, and after a failure
the item is said to have a fault [10]. Put in other terms, a failure is said to occur
when the observed system transitions from a fault-free state to a faulty state. The
definitions of failure are more generally uniform than those of a fault. Failures can
be categorized in terms of their predictability [12]:

• Random failures are unpredictable, with no observable statistical dependency
on, for example, operation time.

• Deterministic failures are predictable for certain conditions.

• Systematic or causal failures are dependent on known conditions.

Reliability is defined as the “ability of an item to perform a required function
under given conditions for a given time interval” [10]. From the definition, “ability –
to perform a required function”, it can be seen that reliability is highly dependent
on faults and failures. As such, reliability analysis is largely founded on analyzing
failures, and might alternatively be called failure analysis.

The reliability of a population of identical elements at the time of first use is
defined by the reliability function

R(t) = n(t)
N

(1)

where n(t) denotes the number of failure free elements at time t and N is the size
of the identical item population [12]. That is, the reliability function denotes the
fraction of failure free elements at time t from an initial population. An important
thing to note is that the time t can be defined either in terms of absolute time or
units of use. The reliability function is also called survivability function and denoted
S(t) in some contexts [13].

The complement of reliability function R(t), unreliability function Q(t) can then
be defined as [12]

Q(t) = 1 − R(t) = N − n(t)
N

= nf (t)
N

(2)

where nf (t) is the number of failed elements at time t:

nf (t) = N − n(t) (3)
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While the reliability function denotes the fraction of failure free elements at time t,
the unreliability function can be interpreted as the fraction of items that experience
a failure by time t.

Related to unreliability function is the failure density q(t), defined as the rate of
change in unreliability [12]:

q(t) = dQ(t)
dt

= −dR(t)
dt

(4)

Failure rate λ(t) represents the instantaneous rate of failure occurrences in relation
to the elements still functioning at time t, in equation form [12]:

λ(t) = 1
n(t)

dnf (t)
dt

(5)

for which it can be shown

λ(t) = 1
n(t)

dnf (t)
dt

(3)= 1
n(t)

d(N − n(t))
dt

= 1
n(t)

−dn(t)
dt

(1)= 1
n(t)

−dNR(t)
dt

= N

n(t)
−dR(t)

dt
= 1

R(t)

⎛⎝−dR(t)
dt

⎞⎠
And finally using failure density

λ(t) = 1
R(t)

⎛⎝−dR(t)
dt

⎞⎠ = q(t)
R(t) (6)

In some contexts, failure rate is called hazard rate, and is sometimes denoted with
h(t) [14]. Figure 4 demonstrates a “bathtub” curve of the typical three phases of
failure rate trends during an item’s life cycle: burn-in, useful life, and wear-out.
Equipment failure rates are assumed to decrease during their initial commissioning,
remaining relatively constant until increasing in the final wear-out phase [12]. The
exact shape of the curve differs between components and operating conditions.

The failure rate is useful as it fully determines both the failure density and the
reliability functions [13]. Integrating (6) with respect to t using R(0) = 1 yields

R(t) = e−
∫ t

0 λ(s)ds = e−Λ(t) (7)

where Λ(t) =
∫ t

0 λ(s) ds is the cumulative failure rate. Differentiating both sides
yields [13]

q(t) = λ(t)e−Λ(t) (8)
Another commonly used measure of reliability and a basis for scheduled mainte-

nance is the mean time to failure (MTTF), which can be defined as [12]

MTTF = E[Tf ] = lim
N→∞

1
N

N∑
i=1

Tfi (9)
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Time t

Figure 4: A “bathtub” curve visualizing the burn-in, useful life, and wear-out phases
of failure rate. The exact shape assumed differs between components.

where Tfi is the failure time of ith observed item. MTTF is the average operating
time of a population of identical non-repairable items before a failure occurs, where
failure rate is a constant [12]. Another way to derive the MTTF is on the basis of
functioning elements n(t) and the failure rate λ

MTTF = n(t)
dnf (t)

dt

(10)

which combined with (5) yields

MTTF = n(t)
dnf (t)

dt

(5)= 1
λ

(11)

For an exponential reliability function R(t) = e−λt with constant failure rate this can
be derived as [12]

MTTF =
∫ ∞

0
R(t) dt =

∫ ∞

0
e−λt dt = 1

λ
(12)

As an aside, for an exponential reliability function with constant failure rate at time
t = MTTF = 1/λ [12]

R(t) = e−1 ≈ 0.37 (13)
so only 37 % probability of correct operation after operating time of MTTF. In
other words, only 37 % of the items are expected to last until t = MTTF or beyond.
The possible intuitive assumption of 50 % is wrong in this case, and the result is
due to the exponential nature of the reliability function. Figure 5 demonstrates the
connection between exponential reliability function R(t), constant failure rate λ and
MTTF.

For repairable equipment, some additional features can be defined. Some authors
use the term “mean time to repair” [12] to describe what is in the standard called
mean time to restoration (MTTR), defined as the average of times to restoration,
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Figure 5: Exponential reliability function R(t) = e−λt for constant failure rate
λ = 4 ∗ 10−5. The tangent of initial reliability limt→0

dR(t)
dt

= − 1
λ
. Relations to λ and

MTTF are shown. Adapted from [12].

where time to restoration is defined as the “time interval, from the instant of failure,
until restoration” [10]. In equation form, this is [12]:

MTTR = E[Tr] = lim
N→∞

1
N

N∑
i=1

Tri (14)

where Tri is the ith observed time to restoration.
For repairable equipment the time between failures is of interest. From consecutive

failures the mean time between failures (MTBF) can be calculated as the simple
average, and for it holds that [12]

MTBF = MTTF + MTTR (15)

Time between failures may include non-operating time after restoration, as opposed
to operating time between failures (OTBF) [10]. Operating time excludes any time
the item has not been in operating state [10]. Similarly, the average of these is called
mean operating time between failures (MOTBF).

A related term in reliability and maintenance is availability. Availability is defined
by the EN 13306 as the “ability of an item to be in a state to perform as and when
required, under given conditions, assuming that the necessary external resources are
provided” [10]. Some authors use the term availability to describe what is defined in
the standard as instantaneous availability [12], defined as the “probability that an
item is in a state to perform as required at a given instant, under given conditions,
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assuming that the necessary external resources are provided” [10]. A simple measure
of instantaneous availability A is [12]

A = MTTF
MTTF + MTTR (16)

An alternative approach to defining the reliability function is by assuming the
component failure time to be a positive random variable Tf with a known cumulative
distribution function Q(t) [15], which can similarly be interpreted as the unreliability
function. Generally, a probability density function q(t), or failure density function,
can be fitted on observed failure time data, and the the distribution may be derived
from there with the cumulative distribution function definition Q(t) =

∫ t
0 q(s) ds.

The distribution Q(t) denotes the probability that a failure occurs by time t, as
Q(t) = P (Tf ≤ t), and component failure times are assumed to be independent
and identically distributed [16]. As mentioned, the failure time Tf and current
time t can be defined either in terms of absolute time or units of use. From the
failure time distribution Q, which is also called lifetime distribution, an unconditional
reliability function R(t) = P (Tf > t) can be derived by basic probability theory as
the complement of Q(t) [14–16]:

R(t) = Q(t) = 1 − Q(t) = 1 −
∫ t

0
q(s) ds =

∫ ∞

t
q(s) ds

For failure rate, an alternative definition in terms of probability is [13]
λ(t) = lim

h→0+
P (t ≤ Tf < t + h|Tf ≥ t)/h (17)

Mean residual life L(t), the expected remaining life for that an item has survived
until time t, is defined as [17]

L(t) = E[Tf − t|Tf ≥ t], t ≥ 0 (18)
for which it can additionally be shown to hold that [17]

L(t) = 1
R(t)

∫ t

0
R(x)dt (19)

The exponential reliability function discussed earlier is a simple one. A common
alternative is to use the Weibull distribution, of which there are two and three
parameter versions. The two parameter version W (α, β) with shape parameter α
and scale parameter β is defined as

q(t) = α

β

( t

β

)α−1
e−(t/β)α (20)

which results in the reliability function
R(t) = e−(t/β)α (21)

In summary, reliability analysis is typically based on the study of observed
failures in a large population of preferably identical items. From the observations,
generalizations and probabilities can be derived to estimate the likelihood of future
failures, among other features. Such estimates can then be used as a basis of
maintenance schedules. Predetermined maintenance relies heavily on such estimates,
and is introduced next.
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3.2 Predetermined maintenance
Predetermined maintenance, also called time-based maintenance (TBM) [18], is
defined by the EN 13306 as “preventive maintenance carried out with established
intervals of time or number of units of use but without previous condition investiga-
tion” [10]. Generally, the established intervals are defined using statistical analysis
of failures over a large population of similar components, and original equipment
manufacturer (OEM) recommendations [18]. The intervals can be defined in terms
of absolute time, or for example hours of use.

Establishing the maintenance intervals in predetermined maintenance is challeng-
ing, as machines operate in different environments with different operating conditions.
Even if an manufacturer were able to provide exactly identical components, differing
usage profiles will cause the components to deteriorate at different rates. Additionally,
relying on OEM recommendations may not be optimal either, as the recommen-
dations may be based on different operating conditions, or there could be a bias
towards maximizing spare parts and replacements, intentional or not. [18]

3.2.1 Policy examples

Optimal predetermined maintenance exists only for equipment with an increasing
failure rate, which is the case in the wear-out phase. Predetermined maintenance
generally uses two types of policies for equipment, depending on whether they’re
repairable or not. [18]

Non-repairable equipment is subject to the replacement policy, an example of
which is an age-dependent policy. Under an age-dependent policy, a piece of equipment
or component is always replaced at an age Tr, or after failure, which ever comes
first [18]. Replacements are assumed to be equivalent to new components in terms
of their expected failure time. The replacement age Tr can be determined in many
ways, depending on the assumptions and available information. A classical example
is the age replacement model (ARM), which minimizes expected costs per unit of
time Cr assuming constant costs of preventive replacement Cp and cost of failure Cf ,
where Cf > Cp > 0, expressed as the cost function

Cr(Tr) = CfQ(Tr) + CpR(Tr)∫ Tr
0 R(t) dt

(22)

where Tr is the time of replacement, Cf is the cost of replacement after failure, Cp the
cost of preventive replacement, Q the cumulative distribution function of component
lifetime, and R(t) the reliability function [14, 18]. The optimal replacement time is
derived assuming infinite use of the same policy [14].

An important thing to note is that the policy assumes that the cost of failure is
greater than that of a preventive replacement. Further, a finite Tr does not exist in all
cases. When such optimal replacement time does not exist, preventive replacements
should not be used according to the policy, but rather components should only
be replaced after failure. When it exists, it is the unique value that satisfies the
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equation [14]
λ(Tr)

∫ Tr

0
R(x) dx − Q(Tr) = Cp

Cf − Cp

(23)

For example, the commonly used Weibull distribution W (α, β), introduced in (20)
has the cumulative distribution function

Q(t) = 1 − e−(t/β)α (24)

Further, the failure rate λ(t) = q(t)/R(t) can be solved as

λ(t) = α

β

( t

β

)α−1
(25)

It can be shown that the optimal replacement time Tr for an increasing failure rate,
when α > 1, is [14]

Tr = β
(

Cp

α(Cf − Cp)

)1/α

(26)

Thus, after fitting a Weibull distribution to the observed failure data to obtain the
parameters α and β, as well as approximating the related costs Cf and Cp, the
optimal replacement time can be calculated by a relatively simple equation.

The age replacement model poses a potential challenge to scheduling, as preventive
replacements of components can only be planned at time of replacement [16]. As such,
the future replacement schedule may have to be altered if component failure occurs
before replacement. An alternative policy that fixes the replacement times in advance
is the block replacement model, under which items are replaced at times it, where
i = 1, 2, . . . and t > 0, or after a failure [16]. The fixed replacement schedule allows
more simple administration, as all replacements except those resulting from failures
can be scheduled in advance, and the available resources allocated accordingly.

In case of repairable equipment, a repair policy is used. An example is the
minimal repair policy, which assumes that the cost of minimal repairs is less than
that of a replacement. A replacement is scheduled to be done at a time t, before
which all failures are restored with minimal repairs. In the basic model the expected
maintenance cost per unit time gm(t) to be minimized is defined as

gm(t) = CmN(t) + Cp

t

where Cm is the cost of minimal repairs, N(t) is the expected number of failures
occurring up to time t, and Cp is the cost of preventive replacement. [18]

As noted, the classic policy definitions assume that a replaced component is as
good as new. However, the concept of imperfect maintenance was introduced to
remove the assumption. The assumption of imperfect maintenance is that repaired
or replaced components are not as good as new, but rather younger to some degree.
This rejuvenating effect of maintenance is then measured and/or approximated and
factored in to the policies. [18]

As can be seen from the examples, predetermined maintenance depends on
quality data about failure time distributions of components. However, large variances
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in failure times will make optimal utilization of predetermined maintenance more
difficult when considered from the perspective of a particular component, as some
components will break much earlier than others, while others may be replaced much
earlier than their degradation would actually require. The aim of condition-based
maintenance, which will be introduced next, is to base maintenance decisions on the
current observed condition and predicted future degradation of a specific item.

3.3 Condition-based maintenance
Condition-based maintenance (CBM) is defined by the standard as “preventive main-
tenance which includes assessment of physical conditions, analysis and the possible
ensuing maintenance actions” [10]. The information related to the condition of a
system and its components may be obtained manually via inspection or automatically
via installed sensors [10, 19]. Other sources of relevant information include comput-
erized maintenance management systems (CMMS) [19, 20]. When condition-based
maintenance utilizes prognostics to evaluate the degradation of components, it is
called predictive maintenance [10].

In a sense, CBM can be seen to target the underlying challenge of predetermined
maintenance. In predetermined maintenance, the challenge of determining equipment
lifetime distributions arises from differing operating conditions, and most approx-
imations are drawn from a large population of components. In condition-based
monitoring, the specific piece of equipment in use at a given moment is monitored to
determine its condition, with the aim of reducing waste caused by lifetime variance,
such as unnecessary replacements. Nevertheless, similar reliability analysis tools can
be used, for example, to derive marginal probabilities of component failure in some
Bayesian applications for fault isolation.

A central goal of CBM is to reduce the effort and money spent on unnecessary
scheduled maintenance [19]. A related opportunity arising from proper condition
monitoring is the verification of reported maintenance tasks. Especially in buildings,
where the maintenance is usually outsourced to an external party, this is an interesting
opportunity for building owners. Additionally, with proper data and methods, future
component failure probabilities may be predicted based on degradation evolution.
This gives maintenance staff the opportunity to prepare for faults and replacements
in time, for example by procuring necessary replacement components ahead of time
and possibly installing them in scheduled maintenance before any actual faults.

Condition-based maintenance can conceptually be viewed as three steps: [19]:

1. Data acquisition, where information related to the current, and possibly histor-
ical, operation and condition of the system is obtained.

2. Data processing, where the collected data is cleaned up, analyzed, and possibly
transformed to features.

3. Maintenance decision-making, where the analysis is turned into maintenance
task and policy recommendations.
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Figure 6: A conceptual overview of the steps involved in condition-based maintenance:
data acquisition, data processing, and maintenance decision-making.

An overview of the three steps and their resulting artifacts is shown in Figure 6. The
next subsections will briefly introduce the general considerations and phenomena
related to each of the steps. Data processing and maintenance decision making are
usually closely intertwined as certain diagnosis and prognosis methods require certain
features, and specific examples of both will be introduced in more detail in later
sections.

3.3.1 Data acquisition

The data acquisition step involves the collection and storage of information related
to the physical system being monitored [19]. As mentioned earlier, the data may
be obtained by either manual inspection or automatically with the use of sensors.
Monitoring is different than inspection in that the latter refers to observing variables
at one time instant, while monitoring tracks changes in variables over time [10].
Many different types of information are useful in the context of condition monitoring.
Common examples include vibration data, oil analysis data, temperature, and
pressure [19]. Vibration monitoring is particularly common in industrial systems,
where the majority of equipment is mechanical [3].

In the context of building systems, automated data acquisition is usually handled
by the building automation systems. However, there is a lack of sensors relating to
the health of the components [3], as the sensors are kept to the minimum required
for control. Additionally, the automation systems themselves may store only a
rather limited buffer of historical measurements. Even though the electric motors,
valves, and pumps are the same or similar to those used in industrial systems, the
common approach of vibration monitoring is not generally applicable due to the
lack of necessary sensors. While some systems may utilize so-called “smart motors”
and other more instrumented actuators, the information may not be automatically
gathered but relies on an operator inspecting the items.

In addition to the measurements and observations of the monitored equipment,
event data is another relevant source of information in condition-based maintenance.
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Events of interest include for example equipment installations, performed maintenance
tasks, and observed faults [19]. Such information is often collected in computerized
maintenance management systems. However, CMMS require manual entry of event
data [19], which additionally may be structured in a way that is difficult or cumbersome
to integrate with condition monitoring data for specific items. A large dataset of
properly maintained CMMS data could be used to derive various features, including
relative occurrence probabilities of different types of faults. Additionally, cross-
referencing known faults with measurements from operation could be used in isolating
and identifying fault symptoms.

3.3.2 Data processing

Usually, or practically always, the data obtained by any means will need to be cleaned
up before it can be analyzed further. Cleaning the data may entail a number of
things, depending on the intended use. For example, when analyzing the data as a
time series, it is important that the different signals are all available, and that they
can be matched to some time instants. Additionally, when manual data entry is
involved, there is always a risk of bad entries. Moreover, sensor faults may lead to
biased or completely missing measurements, which also necessitate some form of clean
up. Data may also be missing due to reasons such as power outages and network
failures. [19]. Overall, the required steps, methods, and tools of data clean up are
very context dependent and will usually involve manual analysis of the available
data.

In general, the acquired data can be categorized as [19]:

• Value type data from a specific time epoch has a single value, for example
temperature or humidity measurements.

• Waveform data from a specific time epoch is a time series, for example vibration
data.

• Multidimensional data from a specific time epoch has multiple dimensions, for
example image data.

The main difference between value type data and waveform data is the window of
collection or analysis. Specifically, a sequence of value type data such as temperature
measurements can be analyzed as a time series when using multiple measurements
over time. This can be done to analyze for example oscillations and settling time
evolution, or to build differential models to predict measurements and analyze the
residuals. On the other hand, features extracted from waveform data analysis may
be subject to value type analysis [19].

Value type data analysis generally revolves around multiple different variables. A
single measurement of one quantity, for example the supply air temperature, may not
be very interesting by itself. But when combined with other measurements from the
observed system, for example outdoor air temperature and heating coil valve control
signal, the data becomes more informative. For value types, multivariate analysis
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methods such as principal component analysis (PCA) and regression analysis are
generally used [19].

The processing of multidimensional and waveform data is known as signal pro-
cessing. Methods of analyzing waveform data fall into three categories: time-domain
analysis, frequency-domain analysis, and time-frequency analysis [19]. In time-domain
analysis, the time waveform itself is studied directly. Extracted features include
statistical descriptors such as mean value, peak values, peak-to-peak intervals, and
standard deviation. Other examples include skewness and kurtosis. [19]

In frequency-domain analysis, the time waveform is transformed to a signal in
frequency domain. The most common methods involve analyzing the spectrum of
the signal via fast Fourier transform (FFT), specifically the power spectrum [19].
Generally, the analysis revolves around inspecting either the whole spectrum or
certain frequencies of interest.

Time-frequency analysis looks at waveform signals in both time and frequency
domain. It is especially useful in studying non-stationary waveform signals, as
frequency domain analysis generally assumes stationary waveform signals. Short-
time Fourier transform (STFT) is used to analyze short segments of the signal
transformed to frequency domain by Fourier transform, and changes can then be
monitored. [19]

Other more specific methods for transforming raw data to features include fitting
explicit physical models to the data, where the model parameters are then interpreted
as features, as well as state observers that can be used to estimate the state variables
of an observable or partially observable system.

3.3.3 Maintenance decision-making

As maintenance decision-making generally revolves around choosing, prioritizing,
and scheduling maintenance actions, supporting the decision-making is about giving
maintenance staff the tools and information to make the decisions. In practice, this
means providing the maintenance staff information about both the current state of
the system and its components, as well as estimates of future fault probabilities or
expected lifetimes of components. As maintenance deals with compromises between
resources, fault costs, and schedules, impacts of faults are another important piece
of information.

CBM can consist of fault diagnostics or prognostics, or both [19]. Diagnostics
refers to the detection, isolation, and identification of faults, where as prognostics
refers to predicting the time to next fault and the probability of faults [19]. When
prognosis is involved, the maintenance strategy is considered predictive.

The specific methods and desired output of diagnostics and prognostics depend
on the context of use and desired reliability characteristics. In practice, it is unlikely
that diagnostics methods can isolate and identify all possible faults of a complex
system. Neither can prognostics reliably predict all faults, but there will always be
surprises. As stated before, no preventive maintenance strategy can fully prevent all
faults, and as such effective maintenance is a combination of multiple maintenance
types.
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General concepts and methods of fault detection and diagnostics will be presented
in more detail in section 4.2, and prognostics will be covered in section 4.3.

3.3.4 Challenges specific to building systems

Much of the research on condition-based maintenance stems from industrial settings,
and often implicitly assumes equipment and context not usually available in building
systems. As such, many of the methods introduced in articles may not be applicable
at all in the building industry until such time that building owners and thus designers
have sufficient incentive to invest in condition monitoring.

In an article from 2018, Yang et al. identify six challenges of implementing
condition monitoring, fault detection, diagnostics, and prognostics for building
systems specifically [20]:

1. Ignorance of failure features or symptoms
In building operation, many of the failures are not critical. As such, the
symptoms may not be noticeable or the occupants may compensate for them
without much thought. For example, if the air conditioning faults and can’t keep
the indoor air at a constant temperature, people may react by either opening
windows or putting on more clothes, without notifying maintenance staff.
This makes the systematic collection and identification of failure symptoms
challenging.

2. Improper calibration of sensing systems
For building systems, including automation systems, commissioning is usually
conducted around the time when the building is handed over to the owners or
occupants. While the trend of continuous commissioning seems to be gaining
traction, quite often the sensors are calibrated and checked only in the early
phase of their lifetime. As such, sensor readings may become increasingly
unreliable over time, further complicating both the proper control of systems
and the acquisition of reliable data for condition monitoring.

3. Lack of failure datasets
While a fault in, for example, air conditioning is likely to cause noticeable
adverse effects, the fault itself may well go unnoticed for years. Thus, correlating
known faults to readings from BAS is challenging. Additionally, the inverse is
true: because at any given time there may or may not have been an unnoticed
fault, identifying the normal operating conditions may be challenging in itself.

4. Lack of knowledge of failure mode and its effect
In many engineering fields where reliability is critical, a failure mode and effects
analysis is used to identify failures and evaluate their effects for prioritization
purposes. Although there has been some study of building such analysis from
CMMS data [20], the information is not on par with other fields as of yet.

5. Lack of operation data
Automation systems typically have a limited buffer of historical operation data.
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While data from buildings has been gathered in increasing amounts, it tends
to focus on performance metrics instead of operational data of the equipment.
For performance metrics, simple meter data has often been sufficient.

6. Incomplete and low-quality data
Building energy management systems (BEMS) have contributed to the trend
of gathering operation data of building automation systems. However, the data
requirements for BEMS are usually more relaxed than for CBM methods. Data
may be missing due to reasons such as power outages, network failures, and
sensor failures. Additionally, data tagging may be lacking for the purposes of
CBM.

In practice, most of the studies seem to use either simulated failure datasets
or recordings of manually introduced failures in laboratory settings [9]. This is
problematic, since AHU systems are not identical between facilities. A model taught
with the data from one system is not usually directly applicable to another. For
example, a machine learning model that is taught with sensor readings from normal
operation, as well as sensor readings from different faults, is unlikely to be a good fit
to detect and diagnose faults in another setting. Simulating complex systems, such
as air handling units with air flow mechanics and multiple controlled quantities, is a
complicated matter, and it is difficult to draw strong conclusions based on simulated
data alone.

The lack of knowledge of failure mode and related effects complicates the as-
sessment of both fault costs via wasted energy, as well as detriments to indoor air
quality. In predictive maintenance of non-critical systems such as air handling units,
evaluating the potential costs of failures versus the cost of preventive replacements
would be immensely useful. A related concern is that, even as it has been shown
that buildings waste energy due to improper operation and lacking maintenance [2],
building owners do not have great incentives to invest in predictive maintenance.
Monitoring and prognostics need to be done with minimal additional investments or
a clearly communicated proven return on investment.

Another, less technical, challenge is the inherent fragmentation of interests in
building industry. Often, the building may be owned by one organization, while
the occupants are from another organization, and the maintenance staff from a
third organization. For the building owner, the building is usually an investment
among many others; as such, it’s main purpose is to make profit. This means
that maintenance may be focused on keeping the systems operational to minimize
future maintenance costs and optimizing energy costs, while minimizing the costs
of maintenance. The occupants, however, are interested in indoor air quality and
having the building operate as it’s supposed to. For maintenance organizations, there
is no incentive to do more than the customers, namely the building owners, ask and
pay for.

In summary, building systems don’t usually have sensors installed with condition
monitoring in mind, and the sensors that are present may have been calibrated and
verified only once after installation. Additionally, the lack of historical data, for both
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the specific system being monitored and other systems like it, further complicates
differentiating normal operating conditions from faulty operation.
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4 Automated fault detection, diagnostics, and prog-
nostics

While condition-based maintenance is a much wider field, automated fault detection,
diagnostics, and prognostics (FDD&P) can be seen as the subfield that focuses on
the data processing and maintenance decision-making support. Proposed methods
often involve some specific analysis methods to extract features from available data,
and use that data to do diagnostics and prognostics.

This section provides an overview of contemporary methods used in automated
fault detection, diagnostics, and prognostics. The emphasis is on methods that
have been previously applied to air handling units, but more general approaches
are considered as well. The goal is to evaluate the complexity and implementation
feasibility of the methods in the context of this thesis with the available data. First,
an overview of some of the related terms and their meaning is provided, followed
by a look at fault detection and diagnosis methods. Next, the basic theory behind
prognosis and some general approaches are discussed. Finally, some recent research
trends are evaluated, and some conclusions are drawn about the different methods
and their applicability in the context of this thesis.

4.1 Overview
The studies on fault detection, diagnostics, and prognostics use rather mixed termi-
nology. Some authors prefer to use “fault detection and diagnostics” (FDD) [8], while
others emphasize the automatic nature of the methods by calling it “automated fault
detection and diagnostics” (AFDD) [2]. Additionally, some studies involve prognos-
tics, and include that in the name as “fault detection, diagnostics, and prognostics”
(FDD&P) [20]. Within this thesis, the whole set is collectively called fault detection,
diagnostics, and prognostics, with the assumption that automation of these methods
is a given. While the methods are automated to a degree, they most often rely on a
human to do the final verification of detected faults and to make the decisions on
maintenance actions.

Similar methods are used in continuous commissioning (CC) [21] with a slightly
different purpose. In the context of condition-based maintenance, condition moni-
toring is used to guide the maintenance tasks of the monitored equipment, while,
for example, inverse gray box modeling has been used in the context of continuous
commissioning to detect insulation problems from AHU BAS data [9]. While it
could be argued that a building can be viewed as one system and faults in exterior
insulation identified from AHU data fall strictly in the domain of FDD, the separation
in this thesis is that CC has a more holistic view of building operation and uses FDD
methods as one tool among many others. Figure 7 illustrates the related terms and
their overlap, where AFDD and FDD are treated synonymously.

A recent review article found that energy or cost impacts of faults were considered
by only 28 of the 197 reviewed studies [2]. In a sense, it is understandable, as
evaluating energy and cost impact of a fault is dependent on multiple factors, such
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Figure 7: (Automated) fault detection and diagnostics (A)FDD generally refers
to the detection, localization and identification of faults, while fault detection,
diagnostics, and prognostics (FDD&P) also includes the prognosis of item degradation.
Continuous commissioning (CC) utilizes fault detection and diagnostics combined
with further explicit evaluation of severity and impact to discover opportunities for
overhaul. Other methods and terms related to continuous commissioning are omitted.

as the climate the building is in. On the other hand, impact assessment could help
prioritization of FDD&P efforts, as well as buy-in from building owners.

Next, different types of methods for fault detection, diagnostics, and prognostics
will be introduced. As fault detection and diagnostics are closely intertwined in
methods, they are looked at together in Section 4.2, while prognostics will be
introduced separately in Section 4.3 As the methods often rely on a set of features
being available, the necessary feature extraction procedures are introduced here as
well.

4.2 Fault detection and diagnostics
Fault detection refers to identifying whether or not there are faults present in the
observed system, while diagnostics refers to localizing the fault to a subsystem or
component and classifying the kind of fault observed. The two steps are naturally
often intertwined, relying on the same data and supplementing each other, and may
not always be two separate activities at all.

In a sense, fault diagnostics can be seen as a pattern recognition problem: given
the available information of a system at a given time, the task is to recognize whether
the state signifies a certain fault or whether the system is fault free. Conceptually,
diagnostics can be seen as a mapping from the condition monitoring information and
event information space to the fault space [19]. This is illustrated in Figure 8.

There have been multiple categorization schemes for FDD&P methods. A review
article of methods focusing on building systems in general identified three subclasses,
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Figure 8: An illustration of the diagnostics process, where diagnostics is considered
a pattern recognition problem.

namely process history-based, qualitative model-based, and quantitative model-
based [22], as shown in Figure 9a. On the other hand, a similar but meaningfully
different categorization has been suggested in a review of AFDD methods specific
to air handling units [8], shown in Figure 9b. The top-level categories of the two
categorizations can be considered more or less synonymous, with the corresponding
pairs of quantitative model-based and analytical-based methods, qualitative model-
based and knowledge-based methods, and process-history based and data-driven
methods. Another example categorization separates the methods to classification
and inference methods [12].

While the authors of the categorization in Figure 9a recognize that it has some
limitations [2], it is here used as a basis for introducing the different types of methods.
The other one shown in 9b is more complex and includes some strange aspects, such
as bluntly placing artificial neural networks (ANN) under knowledge-based methods.
ANN have been used for example to do parameter estimation from historical data for
use in residual generation. Additionally, it is unclear why machine learning and ANN
are not categorized under data-driven methods, as they usually rely on extensive
historical data.
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Figure 9: Categorizations of FDD methods for building systems and AHUs.
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4.2.1 Desirable characteristics

This section will look at some identified desirable characteristics for a fault detection
and diagnostics system, which will be used as a basis for evaluating and selecting
methods for further analysis and testing. First, some of the general desirable charac-
teristics of an FDD system will be considered, after which the effects of the context
of this thesis will be introduced and evaluated

Yu et al. present a list of 10 desirable characteristics for an FDD system for an
AHU [8]:

1. Quick detection and diagnosis
Faults should be detected quickly, but this comes with a trade-off in robustness,
as systems quick to react are sensitive to noise in measurements and process.
It is a compromise between false alarms and quick detection.

2. Isolability
Faults may exhibit overlapping symptoms, and isolating similarly manifesting
faults is important in order to properly support informed maintenance decision-
making.

3. Robustness
Insensitivity to noise and uncertainties to avoid false alarms necessitates a
trade-off of sensitivity to faults.

4. Novelty identifiability
Detecting unforeseen novel faults may require extrapolation beyond the previ-
ously observed conditions.

5. Classification error estimate
Being able to provide an estimate of the error of a diagnosis may be useful for
increasing users’ confidence and trust towards a system, while also enabling
them to make more informed decisions on whether to act on the diagnosis or
not.

6. Adaptability
The ability of a system to react and keep functioning in the face of changes
to, for example, external inputs. Buildings tend to see a lot of modifications
during their life cycle, and FDD systems should be capable of adapting to
the changing operating environments without requiring constant effort and
updates.

7. Explanation facility
A FDD system should ideally be able to not only alert to the presence of a
specific fault, but also explain how it reached the conclusion and show how
the symptoms likely relate to the diagnosed fault. Such explanations would be
helpful to the maintenance operators, but also for potential automatic reasoning
and fault tolerance.
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8. Modeling requirements
Some studied FDD methods require heavy modeling on a per system basis,
which will increase costs and lessen return on investment, making such methods
difficult to justify to building owners and maintenance operators.

9. Storage and computational requirements
While the cost of data storage has been decreasing during the decades, compu-
tational resources are especially constrained in the automation system level.
Storage and computational requirements should be reasonable for any FDD
system that is to gain widespread adoption.

10. Multiple fault identifiability
Faults don’t always occur alone, but rather may either lead to other faults, or
multiple unrelated faults may simply occur at the same time. Being able to
identify the situation is important, again in order to properly support informed
maintenance decision-making.

The listing is quite comprehensive, and it is clear that actual FDD systems will
always have to make compromises between the different characteristics. Multiple
fault identifiability has been the focus of some new research [2], but most methods
still focus on identifying singular faults.

Many of the proposed FDD methods are designed to work with the assumption of
low computational resources, in order to be embeddable in automation controllers [23].
Having the methods operate close to the source of measurements has benefits, but
also drawbacks. Closer to the actual system, such as within the automation system,
methods usually have access to more data in real time, while higher up the stack of
tools the data may be more sparse and delayed, but the computational resources are
usually greater [21]. In the context of this study, the data is aggregated in a database
with sample intervals generally ranging between 5 and 15 minutes. The resources
available for computation are assumed to be at least equivalent of a modern business
laptop. Additionally, as faults in air handling units are not critical to health and
safety, real time detection is not an absolute requirement.

For the purposes of this thesis, one additional important characteristic that
needs to be explicitly pointed out is the ability to apply the method to different
but somewhat similar systems with minimal setup per system. The idea is that the
method could be integrated to the existing software solutions provided to customers,
without unreasonably increasing the effort required during initial commissioning.
This would give the consultants monitoring customer sites more tools to detect
abnormalities and find opportunities for improvement.

4.2.2 Process history-based methods

Process history-based or data-driven methods use historical data gathered from a
system to build models for detecting and diagnosing faults. Depending on the used
models and their parameters, the process history-based methods can be divided
to black-box and gray-box methods [2]. The difference is that where as gray-box
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models use parameters with physical meaning, black-box models simply map input to
output without concerning with any connection to the physical world, as illustrated
in Figure 10. Process-history based methods are the most popular among FDD
studies focusing on building systems, and of those most focus on black-box models,
due to their relative simplicity of development [2].
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Figure 10: Illustration of a gray box model and a black box model. The gray box
model has transparent parameters that have a connection to the physical system,
while black box models are just what the name implies: black boxes that offer no
meaningful way to interpret their internals.

Black-box models take many forms. Most used in context of FDD for building
systems are based on statistical approaches, while another significant portion uses
artificial neural networks, and the remainder can be classified as other pattern recog-
nition approaches [2]. Examples include polynomial regression, logistic regression,
autoregressive (AR) models, and principal component analysis (PCA) [2].

Gray-box models are derived from first principles and/or the physical properties of
the monitored system, where the parameters are then tuned using historical empirical
data from the system [2]. Having a defined relationship with the physical system
allows operators to further analyze the results of the model, unlike in the case of
black box models. However, derivation of the models requires significant expertise of
the system at hand or first principles [2]. Such methods are generally more robust
than black box, but require considerably more effort to build.

Process history-based models are especially useful when theoretical models are
unavailable or explain the studied phenomenons poorly [2], which can be said of
faults and fault propagation in building systems. On the other hand, process history-
based methods obviously require nontrivial amounts of historical data to tune the
parameters, especially in the case of artificial neural networks. Additionally, such a
tuned fault detection and diagnosis system can’t generally be transferred to another
similar system due to the differences in operation. As such, the methods are not
optimal for new buildings or other sites where historical data is not available. Further,
black box methods can’t generally extrapolate to detect or diagnose faults they’ve
not encountered in the data used, and even with gray box methods the extrapolation
is very limited [2].
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Around two-thirds of studies on FDD for AHU use either datasets with manually
introduced faults, or created by means of simulation [9]. Especially the dataset from
ASHRAE RP 1312 with manually introduced faults has been widely utilized. Such
artificial datasets imply some limitations and challenges. First, faults in buildings
tend not to be binary, occurring as faulty or normal, but rather may take arbitrary
values in a scale [9]. For example, a damper may be stuck in any position between
fully open and fully closed, and a valve may let different flows leak. Artificial datasets
tend not to capture this spectrum of faulty states, but rather make simplifications
and assumptions for practical reasons. Second, artificial datasets do not provide
any insight as to how frequently different faults occur in the real world [9]. Such
information is needed in certain FDD methods that rely on a priori probabilities of
different faults, as well as prognostics.

On the other hand, datasets gathered from the field, so called natural occurrence
datasets, have their own limitations. For one, gathering such datasets where the
faults occur in statistically significant numbers is time consuming and challenging.
Also, no matter how long an observation period is, there are no guarantees that all
naturally occurring faults are present in the dataset gathered from that observation
period [9]. Additionally, as with artificial datasets, capturing the scale of non-binary
faults may not be possible. Further, when gathering data from the field, it is difficult
to verify that “normal” operation data is not faulty to begin with. Commissioning
and such activities can decrease the probability of hidden faults, but there always is
a probability that some faults are present. This may cause biases and hide certain
faults altogether when diagnosing based on historical data.

4.2.3 Qualitative model-based methods

Qualitative model-based or knowledge-based methods use encapsulated qualitative
knowledge to detect and diagnose faults [2]. Qualitative model-based methods
have the benefit that they do not require extensive data on normal and faulty
operation, which is often difficult to obtain and has the challenges discussed previously.
Additionally, knowledge-based methods usually require less detailed knowledge of the
physics and fault modes of the monitored system, where as analytical-based methods
sometimes involve quite complex models.

The majority of studies focus on rule-based systems, specifically expert systems [2].
Expert systems encapsulate knowledge from domain experts, and utilize that knowl-
edge in rules that combine conditions and consequences, as so-called if-then rules. An
inference engine is used to search the rule space for matching conditions. A challenge
of expert systems is that explicating expert knowledge as rules is difficult, and cover-
ing all cases may not be possible. Expert systems additionally can’t adapt to new
situations and novel faults without further development and tuning of the rules [2].
Fuzzy rule sets have the benefit of being able to express multiple conventional rules
more succinctly [2].

A quite representative example of rule-based systems is one by Schein et al. [24].
The set of rules used is a common one in the context of AHUs, namely the air
handling unit performance assessment rules (APAR) [23]. The rules take into account
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the different modes an AHU operates in, and a deviation from the rules warrants
further investigation. There rules have been tested with actual field data and show
promising results [24]. However, the rules have tolerances and other parameters
that must be adjusted to fit the system at hand, which means the usual problems
discussed above. APAR does not identify faults, however, and thus only supports
fault detection and may help narrowing down the possible causes. However, there
have been studies combining for example Bayesian belief networks with APAR rules
to do diagnostics from real data [25].

Methods involving qualitative physics are generally derived from more accurate
representations of principles governing the system, for example differential equa-
tions [22]. One approach is to develop qualitative equations to be solved by using
qualitative algebra, while alternatively simpler qualitative behaviors can derived.
Essentially both approaches are about developing qualitative models, transforming
measured signals to qualitative values, and comparing the predictions of the model
to the transformed values.

Qualitative methods have their own set of drawbacks. Rules are usually created
to fit a specific system with some generality in mind, which means that not all rules
may be applicable everywhere. Additionally, rules may involve parameters that need
to be adjusted on a per case basis, which involves more work, and risks either missing
faults or causing false alarms due to incorrect tolerances. As a system matures and
new rules are created to detect and diagnose different faults, some of the simplicity
is invariably lost, and ensuring that the rules don’t contradict grows increasingly
difficult [22].

One benefit of qualitative methods is their explanatory capability of alerts and
diagnoses, as opposed to for example black-box methods. As the models and rules
are generally around expert knowledge, the methods may offer operators information
on the root cause of the diagnosis. Encapsulating expert knowledge is particularly
beneficial when it is readily available, which is the case in the context of this thesis.

4.2.4 Quantitative model-based methods

Quantitative model-based methods rely on explicit mathematical models describing
the steady and transient states of the system [2]. While quantitative model-based
methods require extensive and deep knowledge of the system, they have the benefit
of building on strong foundations of engineering design [2]. Additionally. many
systems have detailed simulation models built during design phase, and bridging the
information gap between design and use has been one of the recent trends in building
industry. Availability of information produced during design of a system could mean
high parity between the real system dynamics and the diagnostic models.

Detailed physical models can be derived from the detailed, explicit knowledge
of the physical workings and relationships that encapsulate the system [2]. Such
models can take the shape of partial differential equations, based on mass and energy
balances and the particular parameters of the observed system [22]. Accurately built
detailed physical models have the benefit of being able to more precisely model the
transient behaviors of a system than other methods [22].
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Simplified physical models use limited assumptions to simulate differential and
algebraic equations with lumped parameters, as opposed to the partial differential
equations describing the state evolution of the system [2]. While by definition
generally more simple than detailed physical models, even simplified physical models
require extensive knowledge and effort to build.

One way to use the detailed or simplified models is to build models for both
normal and faulty behaviors, and compare them to the measured features to see
which most accurately describes the current behavior. Other approaches use residuals
similar as done in some other types of methods.

Besides being complex to develop, quantitative model-based methods generally
require a significant amount of computational resources to simulate a complex system
accurately [2]. Additionally, the models are not easy to apply to other similar systems,
and require information about the system that may not be available in the field [2].
An additional drawback is that such finely tuned models are generally sensitive to
noise in the measurements or in the process.

4.2.5 Hybrid methods

A significant amount of the studied FDD methods combine different methods for fault
detection and diagnosis. As methods invariably have drawbacks and strengths in
terms of requirements, combinations of these may supplement each other strategically.
Multiple methods may be combined to diagnose different types of faults, depending on
their applicability, or they may be used in a type of consensus voting scheme, where
the same faults are diagnosed using multiple methods. Another possibility is the
combination of different methods to be able to utilize different types of information,
namely expert knowledge and historical measurement, as done for example by Verbert
et al. [26].

The most common combination is that of black box models with rule-based
models [2]. A typical example is a system that uses for example an ANN trained on
historical data to predict some sensor readings, utilizing the difference between the
actual measurement as a so called “residual” that is then evaluated against a given
set of rules to detect and diagnose faults. This approach inherits the drawbacks of
process-history based approaches, as discussed in their section. Especially reliably
identifying significant amounts of normal operation data to train the ANN on is a
challenge.

4.3 Prognostics
Prognostics is an important aspect of a cost effective condition-based maintenance
approach supporting truly predictive maintenance, but there is significantly less liter-
ature available [19], especially in the building system context. This is understandable
in the sense that prognostics is more difficult, and even in industrial applications
prognosis relies on more sensor data explicitly relating to the health of components
being available. Where as fault detection and diagnostics attempt to confirm the
presence or absence of faults and isolate the faulty components, prognostics evaluates
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the current and past condition of a component and estimates the future degradation
rate to predict probabilities of faults before they occur.

Prognostics analyzes the degradation of the physical system, estimating the
remaining time before failure or until unacceptable performance degradation. This
means monitoring the evolution of the physical and performance characteristics
of equipment over time and making extrapolations, estimating when unacceptable
deviations occur [27]. As such, prognosis can be applied for degradation failures, but
not for random failures with no early warning signs. Prognostics relies on the presence
and identification of degradation signals, which are highly dependent on context.
The most common source of degradation signals is vibration analysis, especially for
rotating components [18, 19].

Prognostics has by necessity a connection to diagnostics. Identifying fault propa-
gation mechanisms and understanding how failures occur is crucial information to
build a connection between observed condition variables and the probability of a
fault occurring within a given time interval [28].

Most of the papers on prognostics focus on estimating the remaining useful life
(RUL), also called residual life or estimated time to failure.. On the other hand,
useful life is defined by the EN 13306 as the “time interval from first use until the
instant when a limiting state is reached”, where the limiting state may be defined
for example in terms of failure rate or physical condition [10]. As such, the “time of
failure” in the context of RUL can be understood more widely, depending on the
limiting conditions of the particular item being observed. RUL can be defined as a
random variable: [19]

Xt = Tf − t|Tf > t, Z(t) (27)

where t is the current time, Tf is the random variable of time of failure, and Z(t)
is the past condition profile. That is, RUL is estimated given the current time and
some measure of the past condition of the system or components being monitored.
The time t and failure time Tf may be defined in terms of absolute time or units of
use. The condition profile Z(t) will depend on the application, but generally requires
careful analysis to identify the degradation signals that can be used for prognosis.

A more classic view of RUL estimation is one where the condition profile is not
considered [17]. Such estimates are based solely on failure time analysis, derived from
the basic relations discussed in section 3.1. In a sense, prognostics can be seen to
expand on basic the reliability analysis.. Where as classic reliability analysis considers
unconditional reliability or conditional based on the current time, prognostics utilizes
the current condition profile as a priori information for the conditional reliability.

In the context of prognostics, a conditional reliability function is used [29]:

Rt(x|Z(t)) = Pt(Xt > x|Z(t)) = P (Tf − t > x|Tf > t, Z(t)), x ≥ 0 (28)

In practice, evaluating this conditional reliability is very challenging [17]. Besides
remaining useful life, prognostic methods generally provide a confidence measure. As
predicting the future is always uncertain, and not made easier by evolving operating
conditions, a measure of confidence can help maintenance staff to make educated
decisions on maintenance tasks.
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Prognosis is generally not applicable to for example sensor failures. While it might
be conceivable to find degradation signals by analyzing for example the currents
and resistances within a sensor, a more robust and cost-effective way would be to
use redundant sensors. It could be argued that reliable air handling units should
use redundant temperature and pressure sensors to detect faulty sensors and ensure
that the system is being controlled based on reliable readings. Unfortunately, this
requires convincing building owners of the return on investment, which is not trivial.

4.3.1 Methods

Prognostics methods, much like diagnostics methods, have been categorized differently
by different authors. One categorization that closely follows the FDD categorization
already established earlier is the separation to physical model-based, knowledge-
based, and data-driven [27]. These categories can be seen as quite synonymous
to quantitative model-based, qualitative model-based, and process history-based,
respectively. Alternative categorizations include the separation to knowledge-based
models, life expectancy models, artificial neural networks, and physical models [28].
Artificial neural networks as a category of prognostics can be argued to be a bit
questionable, and they rather could be interpreted to fall under the data-driven
methods, which on the other hand could be called process history-based methods.
For consistency, the categorization in this thesis will follow the first one, with the
category names substituted from the categorization used for FDD methods.

Quantitative model-based methods use explicit mathematical models related to
the physical operation of the observed components. The methods use residuals,
which are the difference between observed and expected measurements, as features
for prognosis. The residuals are assumed to fluctuate within a tolerance under normal
operating conditions, and exceeding the tolerance is a signal of a failure. Trend
analysis and extrapolation of these residuals allows estimation of residual life. An
alternative way of using physical models is establishing the explicit, yet usually
indirect, relationships between measurements and lifetimes. However, the physical
models generally require considerable effort to build, and are specialized for a given
type of equipment. [27]

Qualitative methods avoid the cost of building accurate mathematical models
of the monitored components by instead explicating domain expert knowledge of
component degradation for use in expert systems and fuzzy logic systems [27]. Expert
systems, as introduced in fault diagnosis, explicate expert knowledge in rules that
are then applied to the observed measurements. The same benefits and drawbacks
apply in prognostics.

Process history-based methods build on statistical tools and machine learning [27].
Artificial neural networks have been widely utilized due to their ability to approximate
complex nonlinear relationships, which the relationship between condition monitoring
data and failure time definitely is. The challenge with process history-based methods
in the building context is, again, the lack of proper data. In order to build a connection
between RUL estimates and current condition, a vast dataset of failure times needs
to be combined with the related condition monitoring data.
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One approach to identifying the degradation signals is the fault mode and effects
analysis (FMEA). There have been some efforts to derive FMEA from work-orders
in building CMMSs [20]. Specifically, the work-orders from a campus were analyzed.
One problem with such an analysis is that it will likely introduce bias towards
the faults that most adversely affect occupant comfort, while completely lacking
information on faults that cause less pronounced or more easily compensated issues in
occupant comfort but cause more energy to be wasted, such as a leaky AHU coil valve.
Additionally, the authors acknowledge that there is inherent bias caused by the type
and use of a building when observing work-orders on a campus scale: research-based
buildings generated more work-orders than other types of buildings [20]. This could
be due to the nature of use, as for example students might be less likely to complain
and cause work-orders to be added due to spending less time in affected spaces, and
not having a clear channel for making complaints, unlike permanent staff.

4.4 Recent research trends
One recent trend in the research of FDD method is the focus on being able to diagnose
multiple simultaneous faults [2]. While traditionally the emphasis has been on being
able to detect single faults when they occur, some recent studies have been explicitly
focused on methods that can identify multiple faults. This is challenging, and even
more so in building system context, where the fault symptoms and implications are
still generally not fully understood and quantified.

So-called virtual sensors, or estimates of unmeasurable values, have also been
popular in recent studies [2]. While some parameters and values are difficult or
expensive to measure directly, the use of indirect measurements and analytical
approaches has allowed more cost-efficient tools to be developed for estimating
degradation signals and current condition.

As machine learning has been trending in many applications, so has it been true
in FDD&P methods as well [2]. A considerable amount of recent studies utilize
artificial neural networks trained on historical data in some way. This can be seen
caused by the ever increasing cost efficiency of computational resources, as well as the
rise of the “Internet of Things” bringing about more connectivity and sensors. The
increased availability of historical data has seen a rise of other process history-based
methods as well.

Other interesting developments have been building fault mode and effects anal-
ysis (FMEA) from a large dataset of maintenance logs [20]. Understanding fault
implications, as well as being able to quantify the relative occurrence frequencies of
different faults, would be very valuable in diagnostics and prognostics of air handling
units.

While new methods are continually proposed and studied, lately hybrid methods
seem to have gained more emphasis. This is understandable in the sense that
combining multiple different methods may help alleviate the disadvantages of any
single method. Also, being able to utilize both the available historical data as well
as quantitative or qualitative models theoretically allows the combination of both
expert knowledge and history information.
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4.5 Conclusions
After surveying the types of contemporary methods used for fault detection, diagnos-
tics, and prognostics, as well as considering some of the constraints and opportunities
specific to the context of this thesis, some conclusions can be drawn about the
feasibility of different methods.

Quantitative model-based methods, while building on strong engineering princi-
ples, are prohibitively costly to develop in the context of monitoring large numbers
of different systems with minimal upfront effort per system. This is the case for
both diagnostic and prognostic methods. Further, the lack of failure time data and a
lacking understanding of the failure mechanisms make prognosis methods difficult
to develop and evaluate. With better integration of CMMS information about the
failures of specific subcomponents, such methods could be developed in the future
by analyzing the signals from time periods leading up to failure. An opportunity
with the Granlund digital facility services is that a goal is to involve the maintenance
personnel in the data collection process, and ensuring more fine-grained reporting
of faults and resulting maintenance tasks could produce valuable data for future
development.

For diagnostics, process-history based methods are also challenging given no
knowledge of verified fault occurrence times, and thus no way to correlate system
monitoring signals with faulty or normal behavior. It might be possible to essentially
label the data using some other means, such as qualitative methods combined with
human verification, to train process-history based diagnostics methods. Additionally,
some process-history based methods could be integrated with other means to learn
online.

The most reasonable starting point for diagnostics seem to be qualitative models,
given the abundance of expert knowledge available. Additionally, combining these
methods with systems that can learn and adapt based on the observed behavior
are an interesting opportunity. The questions remaining revolve around how to
encapsulate the expert knowledge, and what kind of inference systems could be used
to achieve automated diagnostics.

Given the context of non-critical systems, the speed of diagnosis is not a very
important factor. Rather, robustness and confidence in the methods’ ability to detect
novel faults is a more pressing concern. Simple rule-based methods lack the ability
to adapt to novel faults, and may require considerable tuning to be able to used
across different systems.
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5 Research material and methods
The purpose of the empirical study is to evaluate a selection of automated fault
detection methods on data obtained from real air handling units. The evaluation is
done by qualitative case analysis, as quantitative measures of, for example, accuracy
are not appropriate due to the lack of data on fault occurrences in the observed
AHUs. This lack of failure information also limits the selection of evaluated methods,
excluding methods that rely on training data of normal and faulty conditions. The
selected FDD methods are implemented in Matlab, and the historical data of AHUs
is retrieved from SQL databases. In addition to the FDD method evaluation, a set
of energy simulations for different AHU fault symptoms is analyzed for a measure of
relative energy costs for a set of faults.

5.1 Available building automation system data
The Granlund Manager facility management software has a module which collects
data from building automation systems to calculate performance metrics for the
building owners. The raw data is stored in SQL databases, a subset of which were
available for experimentation for the purposes of this thesis. The data has been used
mostly for performance monitoring, and as such high frequency sampling has not
been necessary.

The latest set of recorded data from facilities is retrieved once a day, and this
sets a hard constraint on the realtimeness of any fault detection and diagnostics. On
the other hand, as discussed previously, faults in air handling units are generally not
critical, and as such detecting them on the day after, or even later, is often quite
enough.

For each customer, the data is stored in a separate database, but follows the
same structure. The measurements are stored in a table, where the columns include
the time of measurement, the value, and an index connecting the row to information
about the measurement point. The information for each measurement point stored
in another table includes details such as a label and units of measurement.

For this thesis, the data from two buildings are used, here referred to as buildings
A and B. Both are office buildings, but building B is larger and has more air
handling units: the number of studied air handling units per building is 2 and 10,
respectively. While both buildings have more air handling units than the ones studied,
the ones selected for the study are the primary, largest units, which are assumed to
consequentially have the greatest impact to both occupant comfort and energy costs
when faulty.

5.1.1 Preprocessing

As the evaluated FDD methods will be implemented in Matlab, the available building
automation system data must be imported into Matlab as well. Matlab provides a
timetable structure, in which each row has a time stamp and user-defined variables.
However, the original data is in rows, where each row has a time stamp, a mea-
surement value, and an index connecting the value to the measurement point name.
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Additionally, the measurements have varying sample periods and some intermittent,
longer gaps. As such, the data needs to be transformed and cleaned up before it can
be utilized. The process used is described next.

First, an export of relevant measurement point labels and their indices is generated
from the database. Following that, the exported measurement points are enumerated,
and all measurements for the current point are read into a column of a timetable,
named using the previously exported data, and then the column is synchronized with
previously read columns. This results in one timetable for each database, generally
corresponding to one customer or facility. After that, the single table is split to tables
corresponding to individual AHUs using information of the sensor label naming
conventions, which include the AHU label in addition to the sensor label. Along the
way, the measurement points are renamed to a standardized semantic set of names,
presented in Table 3. Additionally, the sample periods are standardized to an extent,
the final sampling instants determined by studying the typical sample period of the
measurements. The final result is one timetable for each of the studied AHUs, twelve
in total.

Table 3: Variables extracted from the database.

Variable name Description

SupplyFanSignal Control signal of the supply fan motor
ExhaustFanSignal Control signal of the exhaust fan motor
HeatingValveSignal Control signal of the heating coil valve actuator
CoolingValveSignal Control signal of the cooling coil valve actuator
HeatRecoverySignal Control signal of the heat recovery system (thermal

wheel motor)
SupplyAirTemperature Measured temperature of the supply air
SupplyAirTemperatureSetPoint Set point for the supply air temperature
SupplyAirTemperatureError Difference between the measured supply air tempera-

ture and the set point
PostHruTemperature Measured temperature after the heat recovery unit
OutdoorAirTemperature Measured outdoor temperature
SupplyFanAirFlow Measured air flow over the supply fan
ExhaustFanAirFlow Measured air flow over the exhaust fan

Additional measurements are available in the databases, but were not used for
the method evaluation. Additionally, it was discovered that not all air handling units
have all their sensors and control signals submitted to the database. The process of
adding the measurements to be monitored in the database is manual, and apparently
not very standardized. As such, there is room for human errors, as well as different
intents and practices.

As the data is sampled at a relatively low frequency, with a minimum sample
period of 5 minutes, a lot of information is lost. Additionally, some datasets have
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varying sample periods among measurements, complicating the analysis. An example
case is one where some measurement is sampled every six minutes, while others have
sample periods of 5 or 10 minutes. This is handled by separating the six minute
sample period measurements, interpolating them to ten minute sample period, and
resynchronizing with the rest of the measurements. Finally, longer gaps in data
caused by network outages and such are covered by defining a maximum sample
period, which is longer than the typical interval, and filling in rows with Matlab’s
“not a number” type NaN in each interval longer than the maximum. This is done to
ease later signal smoothing and avoid wrong conclusions about successive samples.

The two buildings have different sample periods. Building A has samples every 5
minutes, while building B has more variance between sample rates, with the minimum
easily attainable for the monitored measurements being 10 minutes.

5.2 Method selection
To recap, Section 4.2 introduced three broad categories of FDD methods: process
history-based, qualitative, and quantitative. Quantitative methods generally build
on accurate representations of the physical system, which require considerable effort
and are not generalizable between systems. Qualitative methods encapsulate less
exact knowledge. Process history-based methods utilize information derived from
the historical operation of the system to detect faults.

Ideally, from a business perspective, the amount of manual tuning required per
monitored system should be minimal, meaning that, for example, possible feature
normalization should not rely on external knowledge of the system. Additionally,
the methods should be applicable with no historical data to analyze, to enable their
use in new buildings and for new customers that have no historical data recorded.
Finally, as there is no recording of the fault occurrences, the methods must not rely
on a priori knowledge of faults, including their times and types.

As discussed in the conclusions drawn from the literature survey, some of the most
feasible methods with the available data and knowledge are qualitative methods built
on expert knowledge, and methods that autonomously learn the normal conditions.
As such, two approaches were selected. Fuzzy expert rules utilize the knowledge
available at Granlund, while recursive density estimation learns to detect abnormal
conditions based on previously processed samples. The methods were selected to
gain some insight as to how expert knowledge based methods compare to evolving
systems with no explicit conception of a fault.
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5.3 AHU state detection
Many fault detection and diagnosis methods assume a steady state. An AHU has
multiple operating states, and as such identifying the current state is an useful if not
strictly necessary step for further analysis. States and their transitions might also be
used for detecting logic errors in the AHU control. The control signals of different
actuators can be used to detect the current mode of operation.

Generally, an AHU is here assumed to operate in one of the following states:
heating, cooling, zero-energy, or off. Zero-energy state is here used to refer to all states
where the coil valves are closed but fans are operated, including with and without the
utilization of heat recovery. Additionally, representations for unknown states as well
as time instants with no necessary inputs available are included. The final list of states
is thus StateHeating, StateCooling, StateZeroEnergy, StateOff, StateOffAntiFreeze,
StateUnknown, and StateNoData. Their characteristics are described in Table 4.

Table 4: AHU state identifiers and their characteristics.

State Characteristics

StateHeating Supply and exhaust fans are on, and heating coil valve
is open while cooling coil valve is closed.

StateCooling Supply and exhaust fans are on, and cooling coil valve is
open while heating coil valve is closed.

StateZeroEnergy Supply and exhaust fans are on, while heating and cooling
coils are closed.

StateOff Supply and exhaust fans are off, along with HRU. Heat-
ing and cooling coil valves are closed.

StateOffAntiFreeze Supply and exhaust fans are off, along with HRU. Cool-
ing coil valve is closed, but heating coil valve is open.

StateNoData No data available for the time instant.

StateUnknown Any other state.

While an AHU controller will likely utilize many more states in the internal
control logic, the ones listed here are a generalization of the externally observable
states. One notable exclusion is the thawing mode of AHUs equipped with a thermal
wheel: when the pressure difference over the thermal wheel indicates frost buildup,
the thermal wheel is generally rotated slower to thaw it with return air. This is
generally indistinguishable from a normal heating mode when observing control
signals only, unless using the saturation of the thermal wheel to separate the two
states. Additionally, StateZeroEnergy was initially a state representing control where
only fans are on, but it was merged with an earlier state StateHRU, where fans and
heat recovery is on, as the former was so rare it proved counterproductive.
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A fuzzy inference system was developed to detect the current state of the AHU
from the control signals. Each of the five control signals were used as inputs, fuzzifying
them with two membership functions: for the cooling and heating coil valves, the
values are called Closed and Open, while the others have Off and On. The rules
themselves are formed based on the descriptions in Table 4. The system has an output
ranging from 0 to 1 for each of the states except StateNoData and StateUnknown,
which are treated differently. StateUnknown is assigned for any time instant where
none of fuzzy system outputs are above 0.5, and StateNoData is assigned when any
of the inputs are NaN. The rule antecedents are shown in Table 5, and for each
rule there is a consequent named after the state, with a single membership function
linearly increasing from 0 to 1.

Table 5: AHU state classification fuzzy rule antecedents.

State Rule antecedent

StateHeating (SupplyFanSignal is On) AND (ExhaustFanSignal is On) AND
(HeatingValveSignal is Open) AND (CoolingValveSignal is Closed)

StateCooling (SupplyFanSignal is On) AND (ExhaustFanSignal is On) AND
(CoolingValveSignal is Open) AND (HeatingValveSignal is Closed)

StateZeroEnergy (SupplyFanSignal is On) AND (ExhaustFanSignal is On) AND
(HeatingValveSignal is Closed) AND (CoolingValveSignal is
Closed)

StateOff (SupplyFanSignal is Off) AND (ExhaustFanSignal is Off) AND
(HeatingValveSignal is Closed) AND (CoolingValveSignal is
Closed) AND (HeatRecoverySignal is Off)

StateOffAntiFreeze (SupplyFanSignal is Off) AND (ExhaustFanSignal is Off) AND
(HeatingValveSignal is Open) AND (CoolingValveSignal is Closed)
AND (HeatRecoverySignal is Off)
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5.4 Fuzzy expert rules
Generally, domain experts use some heuristics to detect and identify faulty air
handling units. The idea behind expert rules is to encode some of those heuristics,
automating the process to an extent. A potential benefit of a fuzzy rule representation
is the possibility to encode the uncertainties and tolerances usually present in domain
expert decision-making. Additionally, using linguistic terms makes the rules more
intuitive to understand, and easy to discuss and develop with domain experts.

For a fuzzy rule set to evaluate, the air handling unit performance assessment
rules (APAR) [23] are used as a starting point. The APAR consists of equations
checking for example consistency of the mode of operation, and assumptions about
temperature changes over the coils during heating and cooling. A set of fuzzy rules
with similar intent as APAR is built, omitting those not applicable to AHUs with heat
recovery, namely those related to the mixing box. While for temperature purposes,
the mixing box could be subject to the same rules as for example thermal wheel, the
rules involve outdoor and return air fractions that are not applicable. Additionally,
as the control logic and operating modes involving a mixing box are a bit different,
some of the mode consistency rules are not applicable. Many rules in APAR use
tolerances or thresholds, which are implicitly encoded in the membership functions
of the input variables.

Table 6 lists the fuzzy inputs derived from APAR and talks with local experts.
Note, that the variables here are fuzzy, and as such not the same listed earlier. The
TemperatureDifferenceOverCoils actually also includes the temperature rise over the
supply fan, as most systems don’t have a temperature sensor between the coils and
supply fan, and one was not assumed for the AHUs studied here.
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Table 6: Fuzzy variables

Variable name Values

TemperatureDifferenceOverCoils Negative, NearZero, Positive, Significant-
lyPositive

TemperatureDifferenceBetween-
ReturnAndOutsideAir

SignificantlyNegative, Negative, NearZero,
Positive, SignificantlyPositive

TemperatureDifferenceBetween-
SupplyAndReturnAir

Negative, NearZero, Positive

SupplyAirTemperatureError Negative, NearZero, Positive

HeatingValveSignal Closed, Open, Saturated

CoolingValveSignal Closed, Open, Saturated

SupplyFanSignal Off, On, Saturated

ExhaustFanSignal Off, On, Saturated

HeatRecoverySignal Off, On, Saturated

SupplyFanAirFlow Negative, NearZero, Positive

ExhaustFanAirFlow Negative, NearZero, Positive

The fuzzy rule antecedents, again derived from both APAR and talks with in-
house experts, are listed in Table 7. A naming convention for the rules is established
as follows: RT signifies a rule related to temperature control, and RF signifies rules
related to air flow. Consequent for each rule is that a output variable of the same
name as the rule is Triggered, where the membership function of Triggered increases
linearly from 0 to 1. If no rules for an output are fired, for instance in the absence of
relevant inputs, the output defaults to 0.

Many of the rules can be seen to naturally form pairs either by the heating/cooling
and supply/exhaust system parity, or from complementary statements. An example
of complementary statements are the rules RF1 and RF3. If a fan control signal is
off, the airflow over the fan should be near zero; conversely, if the fan is operated,
the air flow should not be near zero.

As the purpose is not to create a comprehensive set of rules for all faults but rather
to evaluate the feasibility of such an approach, the rules do not claim completeness
in any way. Rather, they are a selection of some of the more simple rules that could
be used as a starting point for developing more comprehensive sets of rules.

Many of the rules utilize SupplyFanSignal as a simple measure to detect if the
AHU is running. An alternative route would be to apply rules depending on the
state detected in the previous section. However, it was decided that keeping the rules
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Table 7: Antecedent parts of the fuzzy rules for fault detection. If a rule is triggered,
it indicates a fault and may help narrowing the potential causes.

RT1 (SupplyAirTemperatureError is Negative) AND (HeatingValveSignal is Saturated)

RT2 (SupplyAirTemperatureError is Positive) AND (CoolingValveSignal is Saturated)

RT3 (SupplyFanSignal is On) AND (HeatingValveSignal is Saturated)

RT4 (SupplyFanSignal is On) AND (CoolingValveSignal is Saturated)

RT5 (SupplyFanSignal is On) AND (TemperatureDifferenceBetweenReturnAndOutdoorAir is Sig-
nificantlyPositive) AND (HeatRecoverySignal is not Saturated)

RT6 (SupplyFanSignal is On) AND (HeatingValveSignal is Open) AND (HeatRecoverySignal is
not Saturated)

RT7 (SupplyFanSignal is On) AND (CoolingValveSignal is Open) AND (TemperatureDifferenceBe-
tweenSupplyAndReturnAir is not Negative)

RT8 (SupplyFanSignal is On) AND (HeatingValveSignal is Open) AND (TemperatureDiffer-
enceOverCoils is not Positive)

RT9 (SupplyFanSignal is On) AND (HeatingValveSignal is Closed) AND (TemperatureDiffer-
enceOverCoils is SignificantlyPositive)

RT10 (SupplyFanSignal is On) AND (CoolingValveSignal is Open) AND (TemperatureDifferenceOver-
Coils is Positive)

RT11 (SupplyFanSignal is On) AND (CoolingValveSignal is Closed) AND (TemperatureDiffer-
enceOverCoils is Negative)

RT12 (SupplyFanSignal is On) AND (HeatingValveSignal is Closed) AND (CoolingValveSignal is
Closed) AND (TemperatureDifferenceOverCoils is not NearZero)

RT13 (SupplyFanSignal is On) AND (SupplyAirTemperatureError is not NearZero)

RT14 (HeatingValveSignal is Open) AND (CoolingValveSignal is Open)

RF1 (SupplyFanSignal is Off) AND (SupplyFanAirFlow is not NearZero)

RF2 (ExhaustFanSignal is Off) AND (ExhaustFanAirFlow is not NearZero)

RF3 (SupplyFanSignal is On) AND (SupplyFanAirFlow is NearZero)

RF4 (ExhaustFanSignal is On) AND (ExhaustFanAirFlow is NearZero)

applicable to all states and instead using the available inputs to rule out undesired
operational modes would be simpler to implement for now. For example, rule RT6
would be triggered for heating coil antifreeze mode if the antecedent did not check
for the supply fan signal.

Next, the purposes of the different rules are introduced. Rules RT1 through RT4
deal with detecting out-of-control system, similar to the APAR. If the heating or
cooling coil valve control signal is saturated for extended periods of time, it may
be an indication of, for example, inadequate heating or cooling capacity, or valve
actuator failures.

Rules RT5 and RT6 are rules for optimal heat recovery. Opening the heating
coil valve before the heat from return air is fully utilized leads to suboptimal energy
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efficiency. Additionally, a significant temperature difference between the indoor
and outdoor air temperatures should consistently imply full utilization of the heat
recovery. Triggering these faults could indicate control logic errors.

Rule RT7 checks for consistency of cooling, as cooling should result in cooler air
supplied than returned. Triggering of this rule could indicate, for example, inadequate
cooling capacity, biased temperature sensors, control logic errors, or a faulty cooling
coil valve.

Rules RT8 through RT12 check for consistency of temperature changes over coils
and supply fan. Because most of the observed systems don’t have a temperature
sensor between the coils and the supply fan, the temperature change is actually
measured over both the coils and the supply fan, leading to inherently asymmetric
distribution due to temperature rise caused by fan operation. The faults that may
trigger these rules include biased temperature sensors and faulty valve actuators.

Rule RT13 is triggered when the supply air temperature error drifts too far from
zero. Examples of conditions likely triggering this rule include faulty supply fan,
biased temperature sensors, stuck valves, and faulty valve actuators.

Rule RT14 is a simple check for no simultaneous heating and cooling by AHU
coils, which might be triggered by some faulty control logic.

Rules RF1 through RF4 are simple checks for fan operation. If a fan is operated,
the air flow over it should be non-zero, and vice versa. The rules may be triggered
for example by failure of a fan motor.

The rule firing strengths are smoothed by a moving average operation. This is
done for two reasons: first, there are natural delays in the process, such as heating
and cooling coil valve operation, which may trigger some rules during mode transition;
second, a single spike in a rule firing strength is unlikely to be a reason to alarm any
operators, but consistently high firing strengths are more likely to be a concern.

The rules are implemented as a Matlab Fuzzy Inference System (FIS). For all
AHUs, the same membership functions were used. The membership functions were
created with some initial heuristics, and adjusted after some testing. The adjusting
was done by calculating the percentage of days for each AHU for each rule that the
rule firing strength exceeded 0.5. Then, those rules that had high percentages for
all or most AHUs were analyzed further, and the membership functions adjusted
if needed. The assumption is that not all AHUs are likely to share the same faults.
Finally, with reasonable amount of rules triggered across the fans, examples were
analyzed qualitatively.
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5.5 Recursive density estimation
Recursive density estimation (RDE) is an algorithm for recursively calculating the
density of a cluster of data. Its applications in fault detection have utilized different
methods of triggering a fault, generally revolving around the concept of a mean
density. The premise of the fault or anomaly detection method built on RDE is that
normal conditions are learned by a recursively updated cluster, and deviations from
these conditions are considered as faults.

Given a vector xk of measured signals at time k, the cluster density value dΛ for
the Λth cluster can be calculated for Euclidean type distance as [30]

dΛ = 1
1 + 1

NΛ

∑NΛ
i=1 ∥xk − xi∥2 (29)

where NΛ is the number of samples associated with cluster Λ. In essence, the density
is defined in relation to the average distance of sample xk to the previous samples
associated with the cluster. From the definition in (29), it can be seen that the
density has a maximum value of 1 when the average distance of xk from the previous
samples associated with cluster Λ is 0, namely when all the cluster samples and
the current sample are in fact identical. The density value decreases as the average
distance increases, approaching zero as the average distance approaches infinity.

The formula can be derived as [30, 31]

D(xk) = 1
1 + ∥xk − µk∥2 + Xk − ∥µk∥2 (30)

where the mean µk and the scalar product Xk are updated recursively [30, 31]:

µk = k − 1
k

µk−1 + 1
k

xk, µ1 = x1 (31)

Xk = k − 1
k

Xk−1 + 1
k

∥xk∥2 , X1 = ∥x1∥2 (32)

Equations (31) and (32) show a potential issue with the original recursive imple-
mentation: as k increases, the weight terms k−1

k
and 1

k
grow increasingly imbalanced

so that later samples have a diminishing effect on the calculations. To address this,
a modification called RDE with forgetting has been proposed [31]. The modification
uses a fixed weighting or “forgetting” factor 0 ≤ α ≤ 1 in the equations, in place of
the weights defined in terms of k [31]:

µk = αµk−1 + (1 − α)xk, µ1 = x1 (33)
Xk = αXk−1 + (1 − α) ∥xk∥2 , X1 = ∥x1∥2 (34)

While the modification has the effect that the density is no longer exact, it allows
the system to more readily adapt to changes in operating conditions. If some
modifications are made to the equipment, the use of forgetting allows the obsolete
learned normal conditions to diminish over time, giving way to the new operating
conditions.
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In the context of fault detection, a mean density is used. Similar to the density
itself, the mean Dk is updated recursively with the use of a forgetting factor [31]:

Dk = αDk−1 + (1 − α)Dk, D1 = D1 (35)

A fault is indicated if the current density stays below the mean density for a given
time, and normal conditions are restored when the density stays above the mean
density. While in [30] the thresholds for these were 2 and 8 seconds respectively, this
is clearly not feasible with the given sampling rate of 5 minutes in this context.

5.5.1 Extension to multiple distinct steady states

While RDE has generally been demonstrated on simple processes with a single steady
state [30], AHUs have distinct steady states of operation. Although some of the
states may partially share features that are expected to remain steady, the differences
are too great for a universal set of features to be tracked. Thus, an extension to the
RDE was implemented as follows.

For each state, there is a separate cluster maintained. The clusters and their den-
sities are updated as in the original RDE with forgetting. The mechanics of detecting
an anomaly and returning to normal use two counters universal to the different
clusters: ConsecutiveSamplesBelowMeanDensity and ConsecutiveSamplesAboveMean-
Density. If ConsecutiveSampleBelowMeanDensity exceeds a set threshold, an anomaly
is indicated, while if ConsecutiveSamplesAboveMeanDensity exceeds its threshold,
normal operation is indicated to be resumed. Additionally, the current status of
either normal operation or fault is persistent across state changes.

These changes allow the method to be applied to a more complex process, such
as air handling units. State changes do not in themselves affect the status indication,
but carry separate estimated densities and mean densities, which in turn are used to
determine the conditions of beginning and ending a fault indication.

5.5.2 Implementation and evaluation

A Matlab class RecursiveDensityEstimate was implemented with methods to
initialize a new instance and to update the estimate with a new sample. Instances
are created for each possible state of an AHU, and they are updated as new samples
are read, the detected state dictating which instance is updated. The status of faulty
or normal is preserved between states, as well as the counters to change the status.

Features are normalized between 0 to 1, and the ones not already discussed are
listed in Table 8. A form of logistic function was used to normalize some of the
features:

f(x) = 1
1 + e−k(x−x0) (36)

where x0 is the middle point of input range and k is the steepness parameter. When
x = x0, the function yields f(x) = 0.5, increasing towards 1 as x increases away from
x0, and decreasing towards 0 as x decreases away from x0.

The features used for each state are listed in Table 9.
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Table 8: Features derived from signals.

Feature Description

NormalizedSupplyAirTemperatureError 1
1 + e−0.25x

,
where x is the supply air temperature
error, or SupplyAirTemperatureError

RelativeSupplyFlow 0.1 + QS

0.1 + QE
,

where QS is SupplyFanAirFlow and QE
is ExhaustFanAirFlow. The numerator and
denominator both have a constant added
to avoid division by zero, as the air flow is
expected to never be negative.

NormalizedRelativeSupplyFlow 1
1 + e−4(x−1) ,
where x is RelativeSupplyFlow.

Table 9: RDE features by state.

State Features

StateNoData N/A
StateUnknown N/A
StateOff SupplyFanSignal

ExhaustFanSignal
NormalizedRelativeSupplyFlow

StateOffAntiFreeze SupplyFanSignal
ExhaustFanSignal
NormalizedrelativeSupplyFlow

StateHeating CoolingValveSignal
HeatRecoverySignal
NormalizedSupplyAirTemperatureError
NormalizedRelativeSupplyFlow

StateCooling HeatingValveSignal
NormalizedSupplyAirTemperatureError
NormalizedRelativeSupplyFlow

StateZeroEnergy NormalizedSupplyAirTemperatureError
NormalizedRelativeSupplyFlow
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As StateNoData and StateUnknown have no features associated with them, time
instances categorized in those states are ignored, and effectively skipped. For other
states, justification of the selected features follows. Note, that while some effort
was expended iterating on the set of features, no claim is made about them being
exhaustive or optimal. Rather, they work well enough to make some observations
about the algorithm.

In StateOff, when the AHU is supposed not to be running, the supply and exhaust
fan signals, as well as air flows should be constantly zeros. The same applies for
StateOffAntiFreeze. StateHeating contains the assumption that no cooling is used
simultaneously, although this should already be covered by the state detection.
Additionally, it is assumed that heat recovery should generally be saturated before
heating mode is entered, and that the temperature error is somewhat constant,
along with the air flow relation. For StateCooling the heating coil valve is assumed
to consistently be closed, which again should be covered by the state detection.
Additionally, the supply air temperature error and relative air flow are supposed to
be somewhat constant, like in StateHeating. Finally, for StateZeroEnergy, the only
assumptions of relative constant behavior are the supply air temperature error and
relative air flow.

The parameters used are as follows. The number of consecutive samples with
density below the mean density required to trigger a fault as well as the number of
consecutive samples with density above the mean density are both set to 12. This
corresponds to 1 hour with the sample period of 5 minutes utilized in building A,
and two hours with the 10 minute sample period in building B. The forgetting factor
α is set to 0.995.

With the implementation, the period between 1.1.2016 and 31.12.2017 is evaluated
and examples of triggered faults are subjected to qualitative analysis.
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5.6 Energy simulations of faults
An important consideration in any type of maintenance is the cost of different types
of faults. One of the more easily quantifiable aspects for fault prioritization is
the expected cost of a fault, and in AHUs the additional cost is generally related
to increased energy consumption. As such, estimations of energy consumption
characteristics for different types of faults may be used as a source of information for
fault prioritization. Additionally, the costs of faults may be used to evaluate whether
or not investing in condition monitoring and fault detection is economically feasible,
at least from one perspective. A more complete view of fault costs and potential
savings would require additional information, such as the repair costs of repairable
equipment and their expected lifetimes.

Sami Sihvonen from Granlund Consulting completed a set of energy simulations
in IDA ICE simulation software. The simulated building was a simplified model of
one space and a single AHU with an airflow rate of 2 m3/s operated on a schedule
between 7-18, totaling 11 hours of operation a day. The AHU was equipped with a
thermal wheel heat recovery system operating at 73 % efficiency, and the total SFP
rating of the unit is 1.8 kW/(m3/s). The AHU is set to operate heating for indoor
temperatures below 21 ◦C, and cooling above temperatures of 25 ◦C. The weather
emulated that of Helsinki-Vantaa airport in Finland. Heat recovery is only utilized
during heating. [32]

The simulation was conducted for a set of conditions for a day in winter and
another day in summer as follows. For the winter day case, the fault symptoms were:
reduced heat recovery efficiency, 20 % and 100 %; incorrect supply air temperature set
point, +1 ◦C and +2 ◦C; incorrect heated air temperature set point, +1 ◦C and +2 ◦C.
For the summer day case, incorrect supply air temperature set points with -1 ◦C
and -2 ◦C were simulated. Additionally, for both winter and summer days, outdoor
air filter blockage with 50 Pa and 100 Pa increased pressure drops, as well as AHU
incorrectly operating 24 hours a day were simulated. [32]
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6 Results and analysis
The results of the empirical study are introduced next. First, the AHU state
detection using fuzzy rules is discussed, summarizing the state distributions and
showing examples of detected states. Following that, the fault detection method
utilizing fuzzy expert rules is evaluated, with a brief summary of the overall results
followed by case analysis. Next, the recursive density estimation method is analyzed,
again by a brief summary and further case analysis. Finally, the results for energy
simulations of fault symptoms are presented and analyzed. Each subsection contains
analysis of the presented data, including discussion of interesting avenues for future
research.

6.1 Detecting AHU state
Table 10 shows the percentage of samples in each state over a two year period from
1.1.2016 to 31.12.2017. It can be seen that the states have similar distributions across
AHUs, except for AHU B8. It appears that AHU B8 does not turn off during nights
and weekends like the rest of the analyzed AHUs. Further analysis of the AHU data
proves this to be the case: while most of the studied AHUs follow a schedule where
they are generally not operated at all during nights and weekends, AHU B8 seems to
simply adjust air flows lower during those times. Other than that, the distributions
generally follow what is to be assumed: heating is much more common than cooling
due to the relatively cold climate of Finland, and most of the AHUs actually spend
most of their time not operated.

AHU A2 has the greatest portion of samples with StateUnknown. This appears
to be generally caused by heat recovery signal and supply fan signal often turning
on before the exhaust fan in the mornings, as illustrated in Figure 11.

As an further example, a somewhat typical week of winter for AHU B1 is shown
in Figure 12.

Table 10: Relative state fractions.

AHU

State A1 A2 B1 B2 B3 B4 B5 B6 B7 B8 B9 B10

StateNoData 0.6 0.4 2.4 2.4 2.4 2.4 2.4 2.4 2.4 2.4 2.4 2.4
StateUnknown 0.7 2.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
StateOff 57.0 60.3 43.0 55.6 55.1 57.8 52.0 58.5 59.8 0.1 40.1 40.4
StateOffAntiFreeze 3.9 0.7 1.8 3.5 3.4 2.8 4.9 1.5 1.0 0.0 1.0 0.7
StateHeating 20.7 15.0 26.0 18.1 19.7 16.1 15.9 18.7 17.1 53.2 24.3 29.1
StateZeroEnergy 9.4 10.6 14.5 10.5 8.1 10.2 13.6 9.2 10.9 26.5 19.5 15.3
StateCooling 7.7 11.0 12.3 9.9 11.3 10.8 11.1 9.6 8.7 17.7 12.6 12.1
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Figure 11: StateUnknown caused by exhaust fan signal turning on later than supply
fan signal.
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Figure 12: An example of state detection results for a somewhat typical week in
winter for AHU B1.
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6.1.1 Analysis

State detection using a simple set of fuzzy rules produces feasible results. While the
rules could easily be implemented with crisp logic, fuzzy rules are easy to expand
and are consistent with later fuzzy applications. Some anomalies in data sampling
sporadically cause brief moments where the state is unintuitive and may not be very
useful. An example is when the ventilation is ramped up in the morning, there are
occasionally times when the system is detected to be in a zero energy state, using
only fans but no heating, cooling, or heat recovery. While this is technically correct,
it may be an artifact caused by how the system is sampled.

The state detection might be made more accurate by adding variables other than
control signals. For example, there is a time when the supply fan signal of AHU A1
is seemingly stuck for around a week, leading the state detection to believe the AHU
is in StateZeroEnergy. Adding actual air flow to this could help avoid situations like
this, but it the addition of variables of course adds complexity. Another consideration
is to add some smoothing to the detected states, especially when not dealing with
real time applications.

The states themselves could be useful for fault detection. For example, if an
AHU has many state changes or samples with StateUnknown in a day, it could
warrant further inspection. Additionally, the state detection can be used to discern
separate expected normal conditions for further fault detection, but more robust
state identification might be necessary to avoid problems with sporadic state changes.
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6.2 Fuzzy expert rules
As a way to direct further analysis, the data of all observed AHUs for the period
between 1.1.2016 and 31.12.2017 was subjected to evaluation of all the rules. A rule
was considered triggered during a day if it’s smoothed value crossed a threshold of
0.5. The results are shown in Table 11. While no conclusions about the accuracy of
fault detection can be drawn from the numbers, it can be seen that some rules are
more commonly triggered, while others are more rare. This could point to improperly
adjusted membership functions, or it could be evidence of some anomalies being
more common in the studied AHUs. Without going through every case of a rule
being triggered, it is impossible to tell for sure.

Table 11: Percentages of days between 1.1.2016 and 31.12.2017 when a rule was
triggered for an AHU. The highest value for each rule, or row, is highlighted.

AHU

Rule A1 A2 B1 B2 B3 B4 B5 B6 B7 B8 B9 B10

RT1 0.4 0.7 0.4 0.7 1.1 0.6 0.0 5.0 0.4 1.0 0.6 0.8
RT2 6.2 14.9 0.3 0.8 1.8 0.6 0.3 0.4 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.7
RT3 2.2 0.8 0.4 0.7 1.3 0.6 0.1 5.2 0.7 1.0 0.7 0.8
RT4 6.7 15.6 0.3 0.8 2.2 0.6 0.3 0.4 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.7
RT5 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.4 0.0
RT6 0.8 0.3 0.8 0.8 0.7 1.7 0.8 0.7 0.8 1.4 1.0 1.0
RT7 2.1 3.3 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1
RT8 0.3 0.5 21.0 0.1 1.0 10.8 0.0 0.0 4.8 0.0 0.0 0.1
RT9 4.7 12.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0
RT10 19.7 23.3 0.0 4.6 7.0 0.4 13.2 4.2 0.1 26.5 9.5 2.7
RT11 0.5 1.1 40.1 3.5 18.2 7.4 22.3 18.9 27.2 0.1 2.4 10.9
RT12 1.0 1.6 33.9 0.0 0.8 0.0 13.3 9.8 22.5 1.1 0.0 0.1
RT13 9.6 24.5 1.0 1.1 1.7 0.6 2.4 4.1 0.6 8.0 0.4 0.6
RT14 1.0 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
RF1 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
RF2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
RF3 1.2 2.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 9.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
RF4 1.1 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.7 0.0 0.0 0.0
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6.2.1 Examples of rules being triggered

While presenting and analyzing all the cases of a rule being triggered is not feasible,
some typical examples are introduced next. The examples are generally drawn from
the AHU that has the greatest percentage of days triggering the rule in question.
With each example, some general observations are pointed out, and further analysis
follows in the conclusions.

RT1: (SupplyAirTemperatureError is Negative) AND (HeatingValveSignal is Satu-
rated) is shown triggered in Figure 13a. As the heating coil valve signal reaches
saturation and the supply air temperature stays sufficiently below the set point, RT1
value begins to increase, crossing the 0.5 threshold.

Figure 13b shows RT2: (SupplyAirTemperatureError is Positive) AND (Cooling-
ValveSignal is Saturated) being triggered. The cooling valve signal is saturated for
most of the day, while supply air temperature stays above the set point.

Both examples in Figure 13 point to the system being out of control, not being
able to reach the supply air temperature set point despite of saturated valve control.
As RT3: (SupplyFanSignal is On) AND (HeatingValveSignal is Saturated) and RT4:
(SupplyFanSignal is On) AND (CoolingValveSignal is Saturated) are stricter versions of
RT1 and RT2 and share similar triggering conditions, their examples are omitted.
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(a) RT1: Heating coil saturated and supply
air temperature too low.
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(b) RT2: Cooling coil saturated and supply
air temperature too high.

Figure 13: Coil valve control signal saturation rules.
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Figure 14 shows heat recovery not saturated during cold weather, triggering RT5:
(SupplyFanSignal is On) AND (TemperatureDifferenceBetweenReturnAndOutdoorAir
is SignificantlyPositive) AND (HeatRecoverySignal is not Saturated). For the most
part, supply air temperature stays slightly above the set point, and heat recovery is
again increased when the supply air temperature begins to drop. The value of RT5
can be seen to barely cross over the 0.5 threshold, meaning that the temperature
difference between return and outdoor air is just great enough to trigger the rule.
If such behavior should be permitted, the membership functions could be adjusted
accordingly.
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Figure 14: RT5: Heat recovery not saturated during cold weather.
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Figure 15 shows heat recovery not saturated while heating coil valve is open,
triggering RT6: (SupplyFanSignal is On) AND (HeatingValveSignal is Open) AND
(HeatRecoverySignal is not Saturated). Of note is that this case occurred during the
summer, when the particular AHU does not seem to utilize heat recovery at all.
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Figure 15: RT6: Heat recovery not saturated while heating coil valve open.
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Figure 16 shows cooling resulting in supply air warmer than return air, con-
sequently triggering rule RT7: (SupplyFanSignal is On) AND (CoolingValveSignal
is Open) AND (TemperatureDifferenceBetweenSupplyAndReturnAir is not Negative).
While in the morning of July 17th the behavior seems normal, it is followed by a
drop in both supply fan control signal and cooling coil valve signal, after which the
effects of cooling seem to lessen. Additionally, the supply air temperature error stays
quite high for the whole time, and the intermittent drops in control signals are not a
healthy sign.
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Figure 16: RT7: Cooling resulting in supply air warmer than return air.
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Figure 17 shows supply air temperature seemingly drop over coils and supply fan
while heating coil valve is open, triggering rule RT8: (SupplyFanSignal is On) AND
(HeatingValveSignal is Open) AND (TemperatureDifferenceOverCoils is not Positive).
While the supply air temperature remains near the set point, heating the air should
result in it being warmer downstream. When the heating valve is closed, so is
the supply air fan shut down, causing a jump in the temperature difference over
the coils. Rules RT11: (SupplyFanSignal is On) AND (CoolingValveSignal is Closed)
AND (TemperatureDifferenceOverCoils is Negative), and RT12: (SupplyFanSignal is
On) AND (HeatingValveSignal is Closed) AND (CoolingValveSignal is Closed) AND
(TemperatureDifferenceOverCoils is not NearZero) are prevalently triggered in the same
AHU as RT8, and likely have the same root cause, so they are not repeated here.
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Figure 17: RT8: Supply air temperature drops over coils and supply fan while
heating.
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Figure 18 shows temperature difference over coils and supply fan remain positive
while cooling coil valve is open, triggering both rules RT9: (SupplyFanSignal is On)
AND (HeatingValveSignal is Closed) AND (TemperatureDifferenceOverCoils is Signifi-
cantlyPositive), as well as RT10: (SupplyFanSignal is On) AND (CoolingValveSignal is
Open) AND (TemperatureDifferenceOverCoils is Positive). Interestingly, the supply air
temperature stays near and even below the set point.
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Figure 18: RT9 & RT10: Supply air temperature increases significantly over coils
and supply fan while not heating.
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Figure 19 shows the supply air temperature drifting far from zero, triggering rule
RT13: (SupplyFanSignal is On) AND (SupplyAirTemperatureError is not NearZero). If
deviations of nearly 5 ◦C are acceptable, the membership function could be adjusted
accordingly.
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Figure 19: RT13: Supply air temperature error not near zero when supply fan is
running.
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Figure 20 shows supply fan air flow stay near zero while supply fan is operated,
triggering rule RF3: (SupplyFanSignal is On) AND (SupplyFanAirFlow is NearZero).
Here it seems the air flow could be low on purpose, and the definition of NearZero too
wide for this application. To avoid triggering such cases, the membership function
could be made narrower.
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Figure 20: RF3: Airflow over supply fan near zero when supply fan is running.
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6.2.2 Analysis

While the actual root causes of the detected anomalies can only be speculated,
evaluation of the rules reveals that there are in fact anomalies to detect. On the
other hand, some of the anomalies in data may be an artifact of the data collection
process. As there is no information available on when and if there have actually been
faults present in the AHUs, or what maintenance has been done on them, conclusions
about the accuracy of the fault detection by rules can not be drawn. The anomalies
may have been temporary and resolved themselves, or some maintenance activities
may have taken place.

However, if the detected conditions were not caused by faulty behavior, many of
them then imply unreliable data. For condition-based maintenance to be feasible
and reliable, the acquired data must be valid. As such, the detected conditions may
point out needs for sensor calibration or other activities that are necessary before
further condition monitoring can be trusted.

Membership functions are not optimally defined for the general case, as some
rules seem to fire for acceptable or intended behavior. An example of this is the
RF3, shown in Figure 20. For optimal robustness and detection, the membership
functions for input variables should be adjusted for each AHU, as there may for
example exist biases in temperature sensors caused by sensors themselves or their
placement. For example, a number of the AHUs seem to behave inconsistently in
that the temperature of the supply air drops over the coils and supply fan while
no cooling is applied. Another possible explanation is that the cooling coil valve is
modulated at low values and in such a way that it is not visible in the low sample rate
data. Nevertheless, the “normal” conditions of one AHU may differ from another,
and while commissioning and calibration would be ideal, it may not be economically
feasible. An additional option is to use the same membership functions for all AHUs
and adjust the rules and membership functions so that the implicit thresholds are
very permissive, but this will of course hide smaller deviations. On the other hand,
being able to use the same rules and membership functions for a wide set of AHUs
means less manual effort of tuning. The cost of the additional effort should ideally
be weighted against the potential long-term savings of more sensitive fault detection.
Other things to consider in adjusting the rules to AHUs include input smoothing,
which could vary between inputs, and rule triggering conditions.

For the fuzzy expert rule methods to be adjustable, the user interface for adding
and adjusting rules and membership functions must be effective. For example, while
developing the system in Matlab, it was found out that the graphical tools of Fuzzy
Inference System Toolbox in Matlab is not really designed for such quantities of
inputs and outputs.

Overall, the approach of encoding expert heuristics as fuzzy rules seems to be
scalable, given the right tools to create and edit the rules. Templates or sets of rules
could be developed for different types of air handling units with varying equipment
and capabilities. The rules, when triggered, could provide the operator with not
only the rule descriptions themselves, but additional information could be attached,
such as likely causes and potential steps to isolate the cause. Additionally, besides
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informing the operator of the triggered rules, any system utilizing such methods would
need to provide the operator with the current and historical readings of different
sensors so that the operator can make informed decisions of probable causes and the
necessity of maintenance activities.
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6.3 Recursive density estimation
Table 12 shows the percentage of days that a fault was triggered for each of the air
handling units during the period between 1.1.2016 to 31.12.2017. AHU B8 has the
most days with faults triggered, which is explained by its differing utilization: B8
does not appear to turn off at night, but it stays on with lower air flow. This causes
problems for the cluster density estimates, as the estimates for states StateHeating,
StateCooling, and StateZeroEnergy seem unable to adapt to the varying conditions.
The way a cluster should adapt to variance is by the mean density decreasing. Here,
it appears that the nights and weekends, when the AHU is operating on a lower air
flow and apparently less strict temperature control, weigh on the cluster enough to
make particularly beginnings of weeks more prone to be flagged faulty. This is shown
in Figure 21.

Curiously, most of the faults are triggered in the first year, as seen in Figure 22.
This appears to be partially because in the second year the air flows have been
adjusted and the relative supply flow does not vary as much.

Table 12: Faults triggered

Days with faults
AHU %

A1 4.8
A2 13.7
B1 1.5
B2 5.6
B3 7.1
B4 6.2
B5 17.8
B6 6.0
B7 12.9
B8 20.3
B9 2.2
B10 11.6
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Figure 21: AHU B8 triggers RDE fault indication after weekends.
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Figure 22: AHU B8 faults are mostly triggered in the first year.
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6.3.1 Example cases

Figure 23 shows a case of supply and exhaust fan signals seemingly stuck. Note, that
the air flow sensors indicate that the fans are not in fact operated constantly, but
only their control signals are read as constant. Additionally, it seems that there has
been some adjustment to the air flows, as the air flows are different afterwards. It
is feasible that the control signal indication was somehow affected by the air flow
tuning activity. Interestingly, the anomaly is not detected at night when supply fan
signals do not correspond to air flows and when the state detection believes that the
AHU is in StateZeroEnergy, but rather during normal heating operation as the air
flow ratio is different than before. The zoomed in view in Figure 24 shows this better.
This seems to be partly due to the StateZeroEnergy only being present intermittently
during system ramp up and shutdown, and as such the proper normal conditions for
the state have not been learned.
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Figure 23: Supply and exhaust fan control signals seemingly stuck after apparent air
flow adjustments.
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Figure 24: Zoomed in view of the beginning of supply and exhaust fan control signals
seemingly stuck after apparent air flow adjustments.
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Figure 25 shows temperature apparently out of control. It is preceded by a period
of cooling coil valve signal stuck saturated day and night, yet not apparently cooling.
When the temperature error increases, the system responds by opening the cooling
coil valve, but to no apparent effect. At 19:00, the AHU shuts down as scheduled.
The same pattern of increasing temperature error and ineffective cooling is seen
repeat a few days, but not for long enough to cause a fault to be triggered. Following
that is a period of no cooling but only heating, and the ineffective cooling appears
to trigger faults again in June.
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Figure 25: Temperature seemingly out of control.
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Figure 26 shows AHU B9 returning to winter heating. During summer, there is
intermittent heating applied, but for some reason the heat recovery is not utilized.
During winter season, the heat recovery is again used, causing the density to drop as
the conditions are not the same as the learned normal anymore. It can be seen that
at first some faults are triggered, but the density and mean density of heating state,
interleaved with other states, slowly climb back up as the new normal is strengthened.
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Figure 26: Relearning normal conditions for heating.
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Figure 27 shows AHU B2 with inconsistent exhaust air flow sensor. The cooling
state has learned the normal condition to be around 5 m3/s, but it stays around
3 m3/s for long enough to trigger a fault. This is caused by RelativeSupplyFlow being
abnormal. Typically these kinds of conditions are too brief to detect, and drag the
mean density down, so they are not generally the kind of problem RDE would detect.
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Figure 27: Jumpy air flow reading being caught by chance.
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6.3.2 Analysis

While the RDE algorithm itself does not require a priori information of the observed
system, this information is in a sense encoded in the features selected. Feature
selection for RDE is in itself a signal of what is deemed important to monitor, and
simultaneously assumed to remain relatively constant in steady state operation.
Although the RDE implementation will function on any given numeric variables,
the results will not be satisfactory if the state is not properly characterized by the
features. Additionally, the features should be normalized so that varying value ranges
do not diminish or exaggerate the distance caused by feature value variations. The
normalization of all features to a range of 0-1 is challenging for some features, especially
if attempting to use the same normalization for a set of different AHUs. For example,
different sizes and air flow rates will mean different normals for pressure readings,
and simply linearly reducing a range between 0 and some conceivable maximum
pressure will hide small shifts. Besides the different ranges of normal conditions,
the expected steady states may vary between AHUs with different utilization and
capabilities as, for example, a constant air volume and variable air volume AHU
will behave differently during normal operation. Additionally, further separation of
detected states may be necessary for some applications, and could prevent issues
such as those caused by heat recovery not utilized with heating during summer, as
discussed with AHU B9 in Figure 26.

The implemented extension of the RDE method to a process with multiple distinct
states has both benefits and drawbacks. The utilization of separate clusters for each
state allows for a more fine-grained approach in defining the steady states. However,
sometimes a state will not manifest for some time, increasing the risk of obsolete
learned conditions. An example state is cooling, which in Finland is generally only
applicable for a short period of time during summer. Seasonal changes to “normal”,
such as not using heat recovery while heating during summer, are also challenging.
They may manifest a fault long after the fact, as the seasonal dynamics are learned
as a new normal, followed by a period of not entering the state, and then re-entering
the state. More research should be done on applicable mechanics of handling states
that have not occurred for a long time.

A drop in density does not necessarily indicate the occurrence of a fault as
such, but rather the presence of a more general anomaly or deviation from the
learned normal conditions. However, they should prompt further investigation to rule
out any actual faults. Additionally, the algorithm will only detect anomalies that
develop quickly and last some time, the actual minimum duration depending on the
parameters. As such, the method is not applicable for detecting slowly developing
conditions such as incremental filter blockage, nor intermittent problems. However,
due to the constantly adjusting representation of normal operating conditions, a
fault that remains unaddressed will be learned as the new normal.

Although RDE is usually applied in a real-time context, it is here used for batch
processing the set of data available. While the implementation here goes over all the
available history, a more fine grained batch process for actual use on a daily basis
could be derived from the implementation by also providing the previous values used
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for recursion. For introspection and evaluation after the fact, at least a subset of the
density estimates could be stored for later retrieval.

It is clear that some fault types are indistinguishable from the data alone, without
the use of process knowledge such as expected run schedules. For example, there are
cases when the control signals for both fans indicate that the fan is running, while
air flows clearly show that no fans are in fact operated. In theory, such a situation
could be caused by faulty control signal indication or fan motors, and distinguishing
between these is not feasible. On the other hand, even detecting the presence of a
fault and reducing the potential causes to a subset is useful.

Another concern is how to deal with intended modifications to the normal con-
ditions: sometimes an AHU will have its parameters changed, which RDE will see
as a deviation from normal and flag as a fault. These situations might be handled
by, for example, resetting the algorithm at that point in time. This will cause the
previously learned normal conditions to be forgotten, which will of course then risk
hiding issues that may have been caused by the modifications.

It would be interesting to combine the evolving systems approach with fur-
ther equations for the AHU steady state, such as air flow and pressure dynamics.
Additionally, more sensors and monitored variables could mean more accurate repre-
sentations of the operating conditions, such as utilizing fan power consumption and
its correlation with air flow.

Overall, RDE seems promising, but its application for air handling units requires
more feature engineering and analysis. Ideally, again, information of occurred faults
should be combined for verification.
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6.4 Fault energy consumption
The energy simulation results from Sihvonen [32] are replicated here for completeness.
Table 13 shows a summary for summer, and Table 14 shows a summary of the results
for winter.

Table 13: Energy simulation results for faults over a 24 hour period during sum-
mer [32].

Consumption
Case Energy measure kWh

Normal conditions

Heating 0.0
Electrical 46.7 Relative
Cooling 566.0 Difference change
Recovered heat 0.0 kWh %

Blocked outdoor air filter,
+50 Pa pressure drop

Heat 0.0 0.0 0.0
Electrical 48.8 2.1 4.5
Cooling 566.0 0.0 0.0
Recovered heat 0.0 0.0 0.0

Blocked outdoor air filter,
+100 Pa pressure drop

Heat 0.0 0.0 0.0
Electrical 51.0 4.3 9.2
Cooling 566.0 0.0 0.0
Recovered heat 0.0 0.0 0.0

Incorrect supply air
temperature, -1 ◦C

Heat 0.0 0.0 0.0
Electrical 46.7 0.0 0.0
Cooling 626.9 60.9 10.8
Recovered heat 0.0 0.0 0.0

Incorrect supply air
temperature, -2 ◦C

Heat 0.0 0.0 0.0
Electrical 46.7 0.0 0.0
Cooling 689.2 123.2 21.8
Recovered heat 0.0 0.0 0.0

AHU constantly running

Heat 0.0 0.0 0.0
Electrical 82.6 35.9 76.9
Cooling 800.2 234.2 41.4
Recovered heat 0.0 0.0 0.0
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Table 14: Energy simulation results for faults over a 24 hour period during winter [32].

Consumption
Case Energy measure kWh

Normal conditions

Heating 217.3
Electrical 44.7 Relative
Cooling 0 Difference change
Recovered heat 941.9 kWh %

100 % decreased heat
recovery efficiency

Heat 1159.0 941.7 433.4
Electrical 44.7 0.0 0.0
Cooling 0.0 0.0 0.0
Recovered heat 0.0 −941.9 −100.0

20 % decreased heat
recovery efficiency

Heat 405.1 187.8 86.4
Electrical 45.1 0.4 0.9
Cooling 0.0 0.0 0.0
Recovered heat 754.1 −187.8 −19.9

Blocked outdoor air filter,
+50 Pa pressure drop

Heat 217.3 0.0 0.0
Electrical 48.7 4.0 8.9
Cooling 0.0 0.0 0.0
Recovered heat 941.9 0.0 0.0

Blocked outdoor air filter,
+100 Pa pressure drop

Heat 217.3 0.0 0.0
Electrical 49.0 4.3 9.6
Cooling 0.0 0.0 0.0
Recovered heat 941.9 0.0 0.0

Incorrect supply air
temperature, +1 ◦C

Heat 240.0 22.7 10.4
Electrical 44.6 −0.1 −0.2
Cooling 0.0 0.0 0.0
Recovered heat 960.7 6.9 0.7

Incorrect supply air
temperature, +2 ◦C

Heat 257.4 40.1 18.5
Electrical 44.6 −0.1 −0.2
Cooling 0.0 0.0 0.0
Recovered heat 960.7 18.8 2.0

Incorrect heated air
temperature, +1 ◦C

Heat 251.0 33.7 15.5
Electrical 44.7 0.0 0.0
Cooling1 33.0 33.0 -2

Recovered heat 941.9 0.0 0.0

Incorrect heated air
temperature, +2 ◦C

Heat 284.4 67.1 30.9
Electrical 44.7 0.0 0.0
Cooling1 66.7 66.7 -2

Recovered heat 941.9 0.0 0.0

AHU constantly running

Heat 367.0 149.7 68.9
Electrical 82.7 38.0 85.0
Cooling 0.0 0.0 0.0
Recovered heat 1584.0 642.1 68.1

1: Assuming cooling is after heating, cooling will compensate; otherwise, cooling energy consumption
will be 0 kWh.
2: Relative change from 0 not applicable.
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6.4.1 Analysis

While the set of simulated fault cases is not comprehensive, it does provide some
insight of the energy consumption characteristics of some of the typical fault classes.
Comparing the normal cases of summer and winter days shows that cooling the
building requires more energy than heating, due to the utilization of heat recovery.

The relative costs of heating, cooling, and electrical energy will vary based on
factors such as availability and utilization of district heating. As such, no attempt
to prioritize one over the other is made, but rather observations are made based on
absolute differences and relative changes in consumption. However, it can be seen
that during winter, heating energy has the greatest consumption in normal conditions,
and is also subject to both greatest absolute differences and relative changes caused
by faults. During summer, cooling energy has the greatest consumption. Electrical
energy required for fan operation and other equipment has the smallest consumption,
and also generally smaller deviations from normal for the simulated fault cases.

For heating energy consumption, the most critical faults among the simulated
cases have to do with heat recovery. This underlines the benefits of having a heat
recovery system in place, and in working condition. A total loss of heat recovery
could be caused for example by a thermal wheel motor failure. Partial efficiency
loss could be caused for example by fouled thermal wheel surfaces. Additionally,
underutilization due to faulty control logic or incorrect set points could have a
similar effect. A total loss of heat recovery during winter causes the heating energy
consumption to increase over fivefold. Even a 20 % efficiency loss nearly doubles the
heating energy consumption. During the warmest summer season, heating and heat
recovery are generally not utilized.

Cooling energy consumption is increased most by 24 hour AHU operation: 41.4 %,
nearly twice as much as by -2 ◦C error in supply air temperature set point, 21.8 %,
and nearly four times the effect of -1 ◦C supply temperature set point error. Other
simulated cases have no effect on cooling energy use.

Electrical energy consumption is mostly affected by AHU operation outside of
schedule. Increased pressure drops caused by filter blockage have some effect, but not
nearly as much. However, the nearly 10 % increased electrical energy usage caused
by 100 Pa pressure drop for both summer and winter cases will add up as well.

The simulated outdoor air filter blockages have the least impact in terms of both
absolute and relative change of total energy consumption. However, blocked filters
increase the risk of leaking, as airflow may bypass the filter via paths of less resistance.
The simulations assume that the fans are not saturated at normal conditions and
can compensate for the pressure drop by an increase in rotation speed. If the fans
were already saturated, the energy consumption would not increase.

The incorrect temperatures could be caused by either configuration errors or
biased sensors. During winter, even a 1 ◦C offset causes heating energy consumption
to increase by 10.4 %, while 2 ◦C offset has nearly double the effect. As the supply
air temperature increases, so does the recovered heat from return air, compensating
for some of the increased heating energy consumption. For summer, there is no
such compensation mechanism within the AHU, and the energy consumption can be
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expected to increase more linearly with the set point error or sensor bias. However,
for the simulated cases, the relative change in energy consumption is nearly the same
for the supply air temperature errors.

AHU operation outside of schedule could be caused by controller logic errors,
or a forgotten manual override. During maintenance, it is common to test AHU
operation via manual override, and the simulation results show that the impact of
forgetting to reset that will show up in the energy costs.

Overall, prioritization of faults from the energy consumption perspective will
require taking relative energy costs into consideration. However, assuming the same
cost for each, it can be seen that problems with heat recovery will have the greatest
effect in terms of both absolute and relative energy consumption changes. After that,
operating outside the set schedule will consume the most energy, assuming 11 hours
of operation in a normal day.

Besides energy consumption, it is important to consider indoor conditions and
occupant comfort during fault prioritization. However, as an incentive for building
owners to invest in condition monitoring and automated fault detection, such energy
simulations could be used to show that there is a real risk of monetary loss due to
faulty equipment. Given that many faults go undetected for extended periods of
time, the costs of increased energy usage will add up over time. As the design phase
of a building usually involves energy simulations for different designs, the addition of
some simulations exploring the effects of faults might be possible with reasonable
effort.
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7 Conclusions
The stated goal of the thesis was to evaluate and identify methods for condition-based
maintenance of air handling units implementable with the data available today and,
on the other hand, to identify opportunities arising from further data collection.
More concretely, the research focused on methods for fault detection and diagnostics,
which are integral in supporting maintenance decision-making.

After the literature survey, it can be concluded that condition-based maintenance
in building systems has to overcome the challenge of suboptimal condition monitoring.
In industrial settings, the consequences of faults are generally more substantial in
terms of cost and safety, and as such there is a greater incentive to invest in sensors
and other infrastructure required for condition monitoring. In building systems,
however, the consequences are much less pronounced. While anecdotal evidence
suggests that, for example, smarter actuators with self-diagnosis capabilities are
becoming slightly more common in newly built building systems, the data is not
generally transmitted out of the devices and is thus unavailable for any centralized
analysis. Additionally, information of occurred faults and other events such as
maintenance activities or parameter changes seem to go largely unrecorded, further
complicating attempts to automate anomaly detection. For now, it seems safe to say
that for a fault detection method to be scalable in the building systems context, it
must operate on more indirect information of system condition, generally limited to
the control signals and measurements of controlled quantities.

7.1 Fault detection methods
The methods evaluated in the empirical study covered two approaches to fault
detection: explicated expert heuristics, and evolving systems. While the latter
is in theory based on autonomously learning normal conditions and subsequently
identifying deviations from those, in practice for a dynamic process, such as air
handling, the proper selection of the monitored features itself requires considerable
expert input. Both methods require adapting to be applicable to different types of
air handling units, but conceivably could be scaled to further similar units. Thus,
the effort required for adapting the methods could be per unit type, instead of per
unit. To verify this, however, more research on different types of units is required.

The evaluated methods do not differentiate between actual faults that require
maintenance, and temporary suboptimal operation. This is partly because the
distinction between the two is not always obvious, but rather depends on the wider
context, and as such it seems unlikely that any method could automate it without
explicit distinction being provided beforehand, or possibly learned by an operator
classifying the conditions as they occur.

There are both practical and more philosophical differences between the explicit
expert knowledge encoded as fuzzy rules and an evolving systems approach such
as the evaluated recursive density estimation. While the fuzzy rules are built on
expert’s knowledge of what should not happen, the evolving system learning the
normal conditions has more implicit assumptions built in. As such, the expert rules
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are simpler to reason about, and they provide more information when triggered: the
broken assumption is explicitly stated in the rule. For recursive density estimation,
the assumptions are encoded in the features monitored for each state, and in the state
definitions themselves. When RDE indicates the presence of an anomaly, the current
density and mean density are not that informative for diagnostic purposes. On the
other hand, RDE may detect more novel faults that may not have been encoded in
the expert rules, assuming the fault causes suddenly manifesting, persistent anomalies
in the monitored features.

Methods not implemented for now, but of great interest, include the utilization
of models to predict sensor readings and detect deviations. Further, such models
could be combined with evolving systems to learn and monitor the model parameters
themselves. Examples of applications for predictive models include the detection of
coil fouling, by modeling the expected temperature changes over heating and cooling
coils based on factors such as the air flow quantity and coil valve signals.

Examples of methods that are not feasible with the information available include
those that rely on data of identified past faults, such as many applications of pattern
recognition with neural networks. While such methods might be feasible with further
data collection, the differing capabilities and utilization of air handling units make
the development of any scalable method very challenging, requiring vast amounts of
fault data from different types of units.

Overall, the evaluated methods show promise, but their potential accuracy remains
an open question. An automated fault detection tool generating too many false
alarms is no better than a tool that misses most faults, as the noise will hide the
actual faults. More testing with known fault sets would be required to draw further
conclusions.

Besides automated fault detection and diagnosis, operators should be provided
tools to quickly assess the operating condition of a system. This could include
visualizations of the different measurements as time series, indicators of historical
measurement variability, and event information such as parameter changes and
repairs visualized with the time series. Unlike the static snapshots of AHU operation
presented in the results of this thesis, a dynamic tool that allows adding and removing
data sources and adjusting the displayed time period could be used to find out the
context of observed behavior.

A point worth mentioning is that while the methods were applied to air handling
units, only the inputs were specific to AHUs. The methods themselves could very
well, in theory, be utilized in other systems, including the building systems that were
not considered in this thesis.

7.2 Data collection and retention
Although the evaluated methods were chosen so that they do not require knowledge
of fault occurrence, it is clear that for verification purposes data on fault occurrence
would be immensely useful. While the methods could be evaluated against simulated
data, there is always the question of how accurately simulations represent different
fault scenario symptoms. In addition to verification and evaluation of FDD methods,
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data on fault occurrence times could be used to provide focal points for analysis of
degradation signals and fault symptoms. For the information to be collected, the
process and tools required must be provided for the maintenance personnel.

The collection and retention of historical measurement data is also useful. In
addition to the possibility of combining it with event data and further evaluating FDD
methods, the historical measurement data is useful for diagnosing faults manually,
and providing context to faults detected by automated means.

While performance monitoring and energy management use cases are not that
particular about sampling rates of measurements, for FDD purposes the different
measurements should be sampled at the same time instants to avoid issues with
interpolation. As fault detection looks at the combination of measurements at a
time instant, it is important that those measurements represent the true state at
that moment. Varying sampling rates complicate the data processing and make the
results of fault detection less reliable.

Currently, there is no strong evidence showing that, for example, five or ten
minute sample period would be too long for fault detection. On the other hand,
neither is there evidence that more frequent sampling would make the methods more
accurate or robust, although theoretically it would make sense, but more research
would be needed.

7.3 Applications in Granlund digital facility services
The study shows that the methods are applicable for detecting anomalies in air
handling units, in the sense that they do detect anomalies, and as such could
be implemented with the data available today. However, before automated fault
detection and diagnostics can be applied, the data handling should be improved.
The current relational database approach is not optimized for analysis, particularly
when considering the measurements as time series. Implementations of data storage
and analysis tools for time series data exist, and they should be considered if moving
forward with implementing further analysis of the available building automation
system data.

In order to assist customers in condition-based maintenance, the maintenance
personnel should be integrated in the process. This means that the personnel must be
provided with the tools and training, as well as the incentive, to report maintenance
activities and their root causes. This reporting could be a source of verified fault
occurrence information, as well as other event data, such as parameter changes.
Collection of fault information could provide not only data to evaluate new and
existing methods’ accuracy, but would also help analyze the typical symptoms of
different faults.

As for the scalability of the fault detection methods, it would appear that at
the very least the methods must be adapted to different types of AHUs, but not
necessarily for each individual AHU. A type here refers to the capabilities and
utilization of a particular AHU, for example the presence of certain sensors and
measurements. A fault detection method always includes some assumptions about
the monitored system, and these assumptions may differ between unit types.
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Finally, it should be emphasized that the methods are unlikely to detect all
possible faults, and as such manual monitoring will be required in the future as well.
However, the automated methods could very well decrease the workload of manual
analysis by catching typical faults. Additionally, the methods might be able to alert
the operators of potential faults before they have the time to manually inspect the
systems, thus potentially resulting in savings for the customers. The savings potential
of detecting different faults was briefly touched, identifying the heat recovery system
as the most critical in terms of energy usage, but further analysis would be required
for more conclusive prioritization.
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